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A2 Distribuidora de Filmes
AB Distribution
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ABS-CBN Corporation
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All The Kids Entertainment
American Cinema International
APL Film
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ATRESMEDIA Television
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Record TV
Red Arrow Studios
International
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A+E NETWORKS
O (1-212) 210-1400
m intl.sales@aenetworks.com
w sales.aenetworks.com
Suite: Tresor 2-1509/2-1511
Contact: Sean Cohan, pres., intl. & digital; Paul Buccieri, pres., A+E Studios &
A+E Networks Portfolio Group; Barry
Jossen, EVP, A+E Studios; Richard TulkHart, mng. dir., intl. content dist.; Ellen
Lovejoy, VP, intl. content sales, Americas
& formats; Patrick Vien, exec. mng. dir.,
intl.; Mark Garner, SVP, dist., business
dvmpt. analysis & mktg.; Vicky Kahn, VP,
corp. & intl. comms., talent relations;
Helen Jurado, snr. dir., content sales;
Bryan Gabourie, snr. dir., content sales;
Shannon Kerr, dir., intl. publicity, talent
relations & events; Laura Fleury, SVP, intl.
pgmng. & LMN; Tom Moody, EVP, pgmng.
strategy, scheduling & acq.; Mark Apter,
SVP, pgmng. planning & acq., A&E; Mark
Finnegan, SVP, pgmng. planning & acq.;
Adam Harman, snr. dir., sched.; Annahita
Palar, snr. dir., acq., Lifetime & LMN; Katie
Buchanan, SVP, pgmng. strategy &
scheduling; Meghan Hooper, SVP, original coprod. & acq.; Chris Rose, VP,
scheduling & acq.; Freya Brown, events
dir.; Hannah Carrady, intl. content sales
coord., Americas & formats; Karla
Berberich, mgr., acq.

Entertainment One
Escapade Media
Federation Kids & Family
FoxTelecolombia/
Estudios TeleMéxico
FremantleMedia

9
FUN Union
Gaumont
Global Agency
Globo

10
Gloob
GMA Worldwide
GRB Entertainment
Gusto Worldwide Media
Hasbro Studios

Telefilms
Televix Entertainment
Toei Animation
TV Azteca International

16
Twentieth Century Fox
Television Distribution
Twofour Rights
Univision Communications
Viacom International
Media Networks
Warner Bros. International
Television Distribution

17
Xilam Animation
ZDF Enterprises
Zee Entertainment Enterprises

ADLER & ASSOCIATES
ENTERTAINMENT
O (1-310) 684-3545
m info@adlersproductions.com
www.adlerandassociatesentertainment.com

Contact: Marie Adler, CEO, CBDO &
pres.; Mark Belasco, VP, sales; Jeremy
Lunt, VP, delivery.
PROGRAM HIGHLIGHTS
Ask the Cheat (Comedy, 1x95 min.) After
being caught cheating on his math exam,
a high school student is blackmailed by
his teacher into helping kidnap her philandering husband.
Café Con Leche (Thriller, 1x101 min.) An
American law enforcement agent discovers he is the son of a Mexican crime lord
and has to convince his brother to help
him bring down their father.

Sky Vision
Snap Media
Somos Distribution
Sonar Entertainment
Sony Pictures Television
Star India

15

8

SIX (Scripted, S2: 10x60 min.) Depicts the
emotional truths of what it means to be in the
Navy Seal Team Six—the mission, tactics and
equipment are authentic, while preserving the
secrecy of classified missions and the operational security of the team.
Cocaine Godmother (Movie, 1x120 min.)
Starring Catherine Zeta-Jones, this true story
follows the twisted life of Griselda Blanco,
who was known as the “Cocaine Godmother”
and was a mentor to protégé Pablo Escobar.
Menendez: Blood Brothers (Movie, 1x120
min.) Erik and Lyle Menendez lived a life of luxury and privilege. When their parents were
found gunned down in the living room of their
Beverly Hills home, the world wondered why
these seemingly sweet, highly educated boys
would savagely kill their own parents.
Watcher in the Woods (Movie, 1x120
min.) In this movie directed by Melissa
Joan Hart and starring Anjelica Huston, Jan
Carstairs and her family rent a manor in
the idyllic British countryside for the summer. However, the woods surrounding the
estate are less than inviting.
Making A Model With… (Format, 60
min. eps.) A brand-new competition for
aspiring teen models—they compete with
their mom managers.
Alone (Format, 60 min. eps.) Challenges
ten men to exist in unforgiving terrain and
face their biggest battle—extreme isolation.

w

14

3

Cocaine Godmother
PROGRAM HIGHLIGHTS
Live PD: Police Patrol (Factual, 29x30
min.) Over the course of eight weeks, dash
cams along with fixed rig and handheld
cameras will capture the work of a varied
mix of urban and rural police forces around
the country on a typical Friday night.
Leah Remini: Scientology and the Aftermath (Factual, S1-2: 17x60 min.) Follows
Leah Remini, along with high level former Scientology executives and church members, as
they delve deep into shocking stories of
abuse, heartbreak and harassment experienced by those who have left the Church and
spoken publicly about their experiences.
Undercover High (Factual format, 60
min. eps.) Go undercover with six adults
as they secretly explore troubled schools
in America.
Knightfall (Scripted, 10x60 min.) Chronicles the actual events leading up to and
following the persecution, downfall and
eventual burning at the stake of the
Knights Templar in 1307.

Moor
Grotto (Animation/family, 1x93 min.) Five
children get lost in an underground cavern and befriend a mythical creature
named Grotto in this charming liveaction/animation hybrid, filmed in 3D.
Moor (Drama, 1x135 min.) A widower and
his son both face stark moral choices following the unexpected death of the family
matriarch in this critically acclaimed drama from Pakistan.
The Wall (Animation, 1x73 min.) Part live
action, part animation, a documentary
exploration of the surreal, totalitarian society that is North Korea.
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murdering her brother—a crime that his
own brother actually committed.
Wedlock (Drama, 137x45 min.) Aylin
turns to her childhood sweetheart Uras for
help when the violent husband she is trying
to escape from discovers that their second
child, who he thought was dead, is alive
and being raised by her brother.

ALL3MEDIA
INTERNATIONAL
O (1-917) 606-3863
m info@all3media.com
w www.all3mediainternational.com
Suite: Tresor 2-1505
Contact: Sally Habbershaw, EVP, sales &
coprod., Americas; Janel Downing, VP,
sales, LatAm.
PROGRAM HIGHLIGHTS
Kiri (Drama, 4x60 min.) Examines the
abduction and death of a young black girl,
named Kiri, who was soon to be adopted
by her white foster family, and the trail of
lies, blame, guilt and notoriety that follows.

Kiri
White Dragon (Thriller, 8x60 min.) University lecturer Jonah Mulray’s world is turned
upside down when his wife Megan is killed
in a car accident in Hong Kong. Jonah discovers that the accident is not all it seems.
Travel Man: 48 Hours In… (Factual ent., S5:
8x30 min.) Director, author and BAFTAwinning actor Richard Ayoade continues his
traveling adventures with famous friends.
Undateables (Factual ent., S7: 5x60 min.)
Follows singles looking for love; but, as our
daters have disabilities or suffer from a
variety of conditions, that quest can prove
harder than for most people.
The Sticky Truth About Sugar (Factual
ent., 1x60 min.) Journalist Fiona Phillips
discovers what sugar really does to our
bodies and what the health benefits are of
cutting back.
Gordon Ramsay: 24 Hours to Hell and
Back (Format) A celebrity chef works
around the clock to put restaurants that are
on the verge of closure back on course.
Wedding Day Winners (Format, 60 min.
eps.) Each week two couples and their nearest and dearest will go head to head to win the
honeymoon of a lifetime, and a host of fabulous prizes along the way.

ATRESMEDIA TELEVISION
O (34-91) 623-0500
m sales@atresmediatv.com
w international-sales-atresmedia.com
Stand: 225
Contact: Diana Borbón, sales mgr.
PROGRAM HIGHLIGHTS
The Incident (El Incidente) (Thriller, 8x50
min.) In a small village in the mountains, an
unexpected and severe storm causes strange
behavior in some of the inhabitants.

The Incident
Plastic Sea (Mar de Plástico)
(Drama/thriller, S1: 13x70 min., S2: 13x70
min.) The murder of the mayor’s daughter in a
village where greenhouses are the primary
business stirs up friction among its inhabitants.
Lifeline (Pulsaciones) (Drama, 10x70
min.) After receiving an organ transplant,
Alex, a renowned surgeon, starts having
terrible nightmares related to the murder
of the person who donated his heart to
save his life.
The Secret of Old Bridge (El Secreto
de Puente Viejo) (Telenovela, S1-22:
65x50 min. each & S23) A midwife crosses
paths with the rich stepmother of her exlover, the father of her son, who was
ripped from her at birth.
Money Heist (La Casa de Papel)
(Thriller, S1: 13x50 min., S2: 9x50 min.)
The Professor, planning the biggest robbery in history, recruits eight collaborators
with nothing to lose. Will their suicidal bet
lead to everything or nothing?
Down Below (Allí Abajo) (Comedy, S1:
13x70 min., S2: 15x70 min., S3: 16x70 min.)
A hilarious love story of a traditional guy from
the north and a jovial and gracious nurse.
Privileged Observer (Enviado Especial) (Doc., 7x60 min.) The journalist Jalis
de la Serna travels across the globe, helping us become aware of a world in the
process of change and challenge.
Inside Of… (Dentro De…) (Doc., 6x60
min.) Hosted by Cristina Pedroche, offers
an insider’s look at big companies like the
Westin Palace Hotel, the airline Iberia, the
hospital La Paz and the restaurant El Celler
de Can Roca.
The Time in Between (El Tiempo Entre
Costuras) (Drama, 17x60 min.) TV adaptation of the novel written by Maria Dueñas about
a seamstress who becomes involved in an
espionage plot in the turbulent time before the
Spanish Civil War and WWII.
Locked Up (Vis a Vis) (Drama, S1: 16x50
min., S2: 19x50 min.) A fragile young
woman, betrayed by her lover and arrested for fraud, must learn to survive and fight
to prove her innocence in a detention facility as she awaits her trial.

ATV

Orphan Flowers

AUDIOVISUAL FROM
SPAIN
O (34-91) 349-1975
m javier.martinez@icex.es
w www.audiovisualfromspain.com
Stand: 225
Contact: Joana Carrion, CEO, All the Kids;
José Antonio Salso, dir., sales & acq.,
Atresmedia TV; Ignacio Orive, CEO, Brands
& Rights 360; Santiago Gimeno, CEO,
Comercial TV; Beatriz Setuais, sales dir.,
Imagina International Sales; Begoña Esteban,
sales mgr., LatAm, U.S. Hispanic & Iberia,
Imira Entertainment; Blanca Sanz, mktg.
mgr., MediaBank; Silvia Cotino Estornell,
sales exec., Mediaset España Comunicación; Jessica Ortiz, sales mgr., LatAm,
U.S. Hispanic & Iberia, Onza Distribution;
Maria Jesús Pérez, dir., intl. commercial
area, RTVE.
PROGRAM HIGHLIGHTS
Traición (Drama, 10x70 min.) Follows the
complicated relationships in a family that
owns a law firm, which is led by parents who
govern the company with an iron fist. (RTVE)
Mother Chef (Lifestyle, 90 min. eps. & format) Each program focuses on one great
chef from Spain and covers their first steps
in their mother’s kitchen, the evolution of
their dishes and the people who influenced
them. (Comercial TV)
El Incidente (Drama, 8x50 min.) Day-today life for the inhabitants of a small village in the mountains will be turned upside
down when a severe storm hits and
changes their lives forever. (Atresmedia TV)

w www.atvdistribution.com
Stand: 221
Contact: Ziyad Varol, lic. & digital mgr.;
Müge Akar, content sales deputy mgr.;
Emre Gorentas, content sales deputy mgr.
PROGRAM HIGHLIGHTS
Orphan Flowers (Drama, 297x45 min.)
Eylül and her three friends face difficulties
from the rich and spoiled guys at their new
school. They will learn big lessons from
these dilemmas, fall in love, make mistakes and overcome problems together.
Love and Hate (Drama, 111x45 min.) An
impossible love develops between Ali and
Mavi after he is released from prison for

Vivir Sin Permiso (Drama, 13x75 min.) A
story of passion and strong rivalries within
a family led by a Galician drug kingpin suffering from Alzheimer’s. (Mediaset España)
La Busqueda (Doc./adventure, 4x50
min.) Diego, an explorer who firmly believes
there are still places to be discovered, travels the world taking ancient myths and legends as inspiration. (Onza Distribution)
Vis a Vis (Thriller, 43x50 min.) Macarena misappropriated funds from the company she
worked for under the orders of her lover and
boss. She will be imprisoned while he remains
free. (Imagina International Sales)
Lucky Fred (Animation, 104x12 min.) The
adventures of 13-year-old Fred, his superpowered, shape-shifting robot, Friday, and
his neighbor Brianna, a highly skilled member of a secret, intergalactic security force.

BBC WORLDWIDE LATIN
AMERICA/US HISPANIC
m sandralee.calo@bbc.com
w bbcworldwide.com
Suite: Sorrento 3-1107
Contact: David Hanono, GM, sales & digital.
PROGRAM HIGHLIGHTS
Luther/Klim (Drama, 60 min. eps./S1-4:
16x60 min./format) An exciting psychological thriller starring an intellectually brilliant but emotionally impulsive cop. Klim
is the Russian version.
Orphan Black: 7 Genes/Orphan Black
(Drama, 8x45 min./S1-5: 50x45 min./format) Sci-fi thriller about a woman who discovers she is one of many clones. Orphan
Black: 7 Genes is the Japanese version.
The Last Hours of Laura K (Format) An
immersive online murder mystery and
groundbreaking digital experience that places
the audience at the heart of the story.

Top Gear
Top Gear (Format, 60 min. eps.) Takes the
public’s passion for cars, eliminates boring statistics and adds excitement, exciting tricks and challenges.
Astronauts: Toughest Job in the Universe (6x50 min. & format) Follow 12 ordinary people as they undertake a demanding training regime to prove they’ve got
what it takes to become an astronaut.

CAKE
O (44-207) 307-3230
m brodriguez@cakeentertainment.com
w www.cakeentertainment.com

Lucky Fred

Contact: Bianca Rodriguez, head, sales.
PROGRAM HIGHLIGHTS
Angry Birds Blues (Kids 4+ 3D comedy,
30x2.5 min.) Non-dialogue series following
the comic antics of the boisterous blue

GET DAILY NEWS ON KIDS’ PROGRAMMING
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birds and the hatchlings from The Angry
Birds Movie.
Angelo Rules (Kids 6-12 CGI comedy, S1:
78x11 min., S2: 46x11 min. & 3x22 min.,
S3: 46x11 min. & 3x22 min., S4: 46x11
min. & 3x22 min.) Emmy-nominated series
starring 11-year-old Angelo, a genius with a
knack for getting out of trouble!
Bottersnikes & Gumbles (Kids 6-9 3D
comedy, 52x11 min.) Award-winning comic
adventures of three young Gumble heroes
as they try to avoid getting tin-canned by their
lazy, grumpy neighbors, the Bottersnikes.

PROGRAM HIGHLIGHTS
Our Story (Drama/romance, on air) Adapted
from the award-winning series Shameless,
this Turkish drama is full of energy, real
stories and passion.

Woman
Woman (Drama, on air) A story of love,
passion and human nature and the drama
surrounding a group of women who sometimes support each other and at other
times sabotage each other.
A Love Story (Drama, 79x60 min.)
Depicts the story of Ceylan bringing happiness and hope into Korkut’s life after the
chain of disappointments and hopelessness he has been living through.
Olobob Top
Kiddets (Preschool 3D comedy, 52x11 min.)
Sister series to international hit The WotWots,
the Kiddets are learning to become space
explorers who will one day go on a mission
to investigate other planets.
My Knight and Me (Kids 6-11 CGI & 2D
comedy adventure, 52x11 min.) Jimmy the
Squire, best friend Cat and chivalrous Henri of
Orange make the Dark Ages a little lighter and
a lot more fun in this medieval comedy.
Olobob Top (Preschool 2D ent., 52x5
min.) Tib, Lalloo and Bobble work together
combining shapes, colors and patterns to
create a new character who joins in their
fun in this unique interactive fun series.
Pablo (Preschool 2D & live-action ent., 52x11
min.) Pablo, a 5-and-a-half-year-old boy who
is on the autism spectrum, turns his life challenges into imaginative drawings to help him
face the real world with confidence.
Ready Jet Go! (Kids 3-8 CGI ent., 128x11
min.) Created by Craig Bartlett, Sean and
Sydney befriend the new kid on their street,
whose family members happen to be aliens.
So Awkward (Kids 6-12 live-action comedy, 39x28 min.) A sitcom about three
academically bright but socially awkward
13-year-old girls, trying to make sense of
life, boys and fitting in.
Trunk Train (Kids 6-12 animated comedy,
52x11 min.) Takes you on a fabulous journey of discovery, replete with comedy,
adventure and a dollop of stupidity,
through Latin America.

CALINOS
ENTERTAINMENT
O (90-216) 999-4999
m info@calinosentertainment.com
w www.calinosentertainment.com
Stand: 311
Contact: Firat Gulgen, chmn.; Anghelo Taylor,
intl. sales mgr., LatAm & Caribbean; Duda
Rodrigues, business dvpmt. specialist.

CANAL 13
O (56-2) 22-630-2883
m ventasint@13.cl
w www.13.cl/sudmedia

Irreversible (Thriller, 60x43 min.) Selfcontained episodes based on real-life
events about common people committing
frightening crimes.
I Stand Alone (Solita Camino) (Drama,
12x52 min.) Manuela, age 14, discovers a
painful truth: her stepfather, the man who
has sexually abused her since marrying her
mother, is actually her biological father.
Goodbye Haiti (Adiós Haití) Over a
three-week trip, we’ll break down the prejudices that exist about Haiti and connect
with its history and traditions, as told by
its own inhabitants.
Iceland, Land of Ice and Fire (Islandia,
tierra de hielo y fuego) We meet the
friendly and welcoming Icelanders on a
journey through legends and magical creatures to discover how they have used
nature to escape isolation.
Cumbia Steps (Pasos de Cumbia) A
Chilean-Italian-Kenyan co-production
where the musician Cuti Aste embarks on a
journey that aims to learn the origins of
cumbia: from Africa to Latin America.
World’s Most Isolated Tribes (Las Últimas Tribus) (Doc., 10x50 min.) Searches
for isolated tribes that have had very little
contact with the outside world and that are
about to disappear.

CARACOL TELEVISIÓN
O (1-305) 960-2018/
(571) 6430-430

m sales@caracoltv.com.co
w www.caracolinternacional.com/en

Stand: 585A
Contact: Javier Urrutia, CEO; María de los
Ángeles Ortiz, pgmng. sub dir.; José Navarro,
head, acq.; Rodrigo Correa, sales content
mgr.; Adriana Weber; product mgr.
PROGRAM HIGHLIGHTS
Vertigo (Vértigo) (Game show, 14x60 min.)
Five celebrities are challenged to compete for
the affection and trust of the audience.

Suite: Tresor 2-2014/2-2016
Contact: Lisette Osorio, VP, intl. sales.
PROGRAM HIGHLIGHTS
La Ley Secreta (Series, 60x60 min.) Brings
to the screen for the first time the real story of
an all-female special police team.
La Gloria de Lucho (Telenovela, 80x60
min.) Based on the real life of Luis Eduardo Díaz, a shoeshine boy who won the
elections and came to occupy an important
political position.

5

PROGRAM HIGHLIGHTS
Amityville: The Awakening (Horror/thriller,
1x85 min.) A desperate single mother moves
with her three children into the notorious, supposedly haunted, real-life Amityville house to
try and use its dark powers to cure her comatose son. Things go horribly wrong.

Amityville: The Awakening
Jeepers Creepers 3 (Horror, 1x100 min.) On
the last day of the Creeper’s 23-day feeding
frenzy, skeptical Sargent Tubbs teams up with
a task force hell bent on destroying the
Creeper for good. The Creeper fights back in
gory glory as its enemies grow closer than ever
before to learning the secret of its dark origins.
Skiptrace (Action/comedy, 1x107 min.) A
detective from Hong Kong teams up with
an American gambler to battle against a
notorious Chinese criminal.
Gun Shy (Action/adventure, 1x92 min.) When
vacationing in Chile, the supermodel wife of
an aging and pampered rock star (Antonio
Banderas) is kidnapped by renegades. Now he
must take to the backstreets of Santiago.
The Jungle Bunch (Animation/family,
1x97 min.) Maurice may look like a penguin, but he’s a real tiger inside, and the
clumsiest Kung-Fu master ever. Along with
his friends, he intends to maintain order
and justice in the jungle.

CISNEROS MEDIA
DISTRIBUTION
O (1-305) 442-3411
m info@cisnerosmediadist.com
w www.cisnerosmediadist.com

La Ley Secreta

Dear Grandfather, When Family Justifies
the Means
Against the Odds (Contra Viento y
Marea) Couples make the most important
decision of their lives: get married. Will they
be able to stick together despite having
everything against them?
Caught Red Handed (En Su Propia
Trampa) We uncover criminals’ misdeeds
so they can never deceive a new victim again.
Dear Grandfather, When Family Justifies
the Means (Papá Mono, la Familia Justifica los Medios) (Comedy, 20x45 min.)
Narrates the adventures of an irreverent grandfather who decides to spend a few days in the
house of his newly divorced daughter.

La Mamá del 10 (Telenovela, 60x60
min.) Tina Manotas made many sacrifices
to help her youngest son become a top
football player; now that he has succeeded,
he moves her into a beautiful apartment
where she is surrounded by elitist neighbors envious of her luxurious new life.

CDC UNITED NETWORK
O (32-2) 502-6640
m silvia@cdcun.com
w www.cdcun.com
Suite: Tresor 2-1906
Contact: Jimmy Van der Heyden, sales
mgr.; Erik Jensen, mng. partner.

Suite: Tresor 2-1506
Contact: Adriana Cisneros, CEO, Cisneros;
Jonathan Blum, pres., Cisneros Media;
Ailing Zubizarreta, VP, creative services;
Carlos Cabrera, VP, sales, pay TV; Jose
Loreto Arismendi, VP.
PROGRAM HIGHLIGHTS
Mysterious Earth (Docuseries/ent.,
13x30 min.) Delve into fascinating historical enigmas through the most recent
experts’ findings, and discover shocking
new insights about the world.
Cursed Bloodlines (Docuseries/ent.,
13x30 min.) Explore the dark stories of
prominent families who, despite their
apparent good fortune, ended up as tragically ill-fated bloodlines. Tragedy or curse?
Notorious Crimes (Docuseries/ent.,
13x30 min.) Examines some of the world’s
most shocking, gruesome and notorious
crimes of all time.
It’s Your Turn (Te Tocó a Ti) (Reality/ent.,
13x30 min.) Portrays the transformation,

GET DAILY NEWS ON DRAMA
SUBSCRIBE HERE: SUBSCRIPTIONS.WS
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through cosmetic surgery, of 15 people
who suffer from a socially and emotionally
crippling physical condition.
Food Pop (Docuseries/ent., 13x30 min.)
This is food with a taste of pop culture. A
series developed by a contestant on Top
Chef Masters USA 2010.

Love at First Song (Music ent. format, 12x60
min.) Gives talented shadow singers their
chance to shine by “borrowing” the appearance and fame of a celebrity clone singer. The
clone singer must become the shadow singer
on stage and must introduce, perform and lip
sync to the shadow singer’s live singing.

Farming for the Planet (Doc., 5x30 min.)
Sustainable agricultural approaches and an
efficient smallholding economy can create
equilibrium between food security and the utilization of natural resources in the long term.
The Bayern Munich Phenomenon (Doc.,
1x60 min.) Players, coaches and fans from all
over the globe explain the Bayern Munich phenomenon. We dive into the club’s history to see
why so few players resist the call from Munich.
And how Bayern Munich has been able to
develop such a global appeal.

COMAREX
O (52-55) 5251-1410
m sales@comarex.tv
w www.comarex.tv

Amazing Animals
Engineering Marvels (Docuseries/ent.,
13x30 min.) We examine machines,
designs or planning marvels that have
helped define engineering today.
Science Uncovered (Docuseries/ent.,
13x30 min.) Celebrates the way humans
and science blend together to extend our
experience beyond our current physical
and mental limitations.
Amazing Animals (Docuseries/ent.,
13x30 min.) A fun trivia series that covers
all animal species, for kids of all ages.
Destino: Rusia 2018 (Docuseries/ent.,
300x30 sec./150x2 min./6x30 min.)
Bespoke content to complement your World
Cup programming on all platforms, utilizing
Getty Images, the official FIFA photographer.
XRC Top Ten (Action/ent., 13x30 min.)
Showcases unbelievable and extreme
footage from car chases, sports, events,
pranks and much more.

CJ E&M
O (82-2) 371-8037
m jully.kim@cj.net
w www.cjenm.com
Stand: 415
Contact: Tony Kim, snr. sales mgr.
PROGRAM HIGHLIGHTS
Prison Playbook (Drama, 16x60 min.) A
superstar baseball player ends up in
prison due to an unfortunate incident in
this black comedy.
Bad Guys: Vile City (Crime drama, 16x60
min.) Mad, hot-tempered prosecutor Woo
gathers some “bad guys”—including a con
man, an ex-gangster and an extreme
detective—to form a team in order to take
on corruption and greed.

Prison Playbook

Stand: Versailles 585
Contact: Marcel Vinay, CEO; Ernesto
Ramirez, sales, new media; Carmen
Pizano, sales, LatAm; Ana Sanchez, sales,
Central America; Adela Velasco, sales,
Africa, Eastern Europe; Julie Anne Agosto,
sales, Hispanic USA.
PROGRAM HIGHLIGHTS
The Palace (El Palacio) (Series, 42x60
min.) Follows the lives of the royal family as
well as the servants living in the lower part
of the palace.
Research Unit (Series, 67x60 min.) Uniting experienced investigators, forensic
teams, computer specialists and ballistics
experts, the research unit uses all its abilities to solve the most complex crimes.

The Palace
La Esposa Perfecta (Format-based series,
156x60 min.) Alicia is left to manage her
family on her own after her husband, Pedro,
is convicted of political corruption and
embroiled in a public sex scandal.

CYBER GROUP STUDIOS
O (33-1) 555-63-232
m sales@cybergroupstudios.com
w www.cybergroupstudios.com
PROGRAM HIGHLIGHTS
The Pirates Next Door (Kids 6-10 CGI
comedy, 52x11 min.) At Dull-on-Sea, quiet
life is suddenly turned upside down by the
appearance of a family of pirates.
Zorro the Chronicles (Kids 6-12 CGI
adventure/comedy, 26x22 min.) Introduces the most famous masked hero in his
quest for justice.
Mini Ninjas (Kids 6-12 CGI action/comedy, 104x11 min.) Discover a new generation of 12-year-old ninjas, trained by the
wise (and rather eccentric) Ninja Master to
defend the Land below the Clouds from the
warlord Ashida.
Zou (Kids 3-6 CGI comedy, 156x11 min.)
Now in season three, follow the daily life of
a lovable 5-year-old Zebra Zou and his
extended zebra family. Full of curiosity and
love, Zou is now old enough to start
becoming his own person.

Mini Ninjas
Leo, The Wildlife Ranger (Kids 3-6 educational comedy, 60x11 min.) Join Junior
Rangers Leo and Katie, their trusted dog
and the affable Ranger Rocky on adventures as they solve problems, overcome
challenges, help animals in distress and
learn about nature and wildlife.
Mirette Investigates (Kids 6-10 2D adventure/comedy, 52x11 min.) A traveling detective
comedy with Mirette, a 10-year-old with a
passion for investigation, and her “catssistant”
Jean-Pat, a lazy but efficient ginger tomcat.
Zak Jinks (Kids 6-10 2D adventure comedy, 52x13 min.) Follows the adventures of
its eponymous hero, Zak. For Zak, school,
street and home are all perfect settings for
mischief-making.
The Long Long Holiday (Kids 6-12 CGI
adventure, 10x26 min./5x50 min.) Awardwinning series focusing on WWII from the
point of view of two kids, brother and sister who, despite the war, will experience
wonderful adventures at their grandparents’ house near the Normandy coast.
G-Fighters (Kids 6-10 CGI action/comedy,
26x22 min.) Lynn, an ordinary 13-year-old
boy, mistaking a powerful robotic Bolt Cat
belonging to the super villain Gala-Gahs for a
stray, brings it home and discovers that they
can merge into a cat-boy speedy superhero.
Iqbal, Tales of a Fearless Child (Family 2D
feature, 1x80 min.) Iqbal, a joyful kid, bravely
decides to go to the nearest city to raise
money to buy medicine for his sick brother.

DEUTSCHE WELLE (DW)
O (49-228) 429-4000
m info@dw.com
w www.dw.com
Stand: MT 33
Contact: Andrea Hugemann, dist., LatAm.
PROGRAM HIGHLIGHTS
Faster, Higher, Stronger—Tomorrow’s
Technology (Doc., 5x30 min.) Meet the
minds that are leading innovation and get
a head start on understanding the technology of tomorrow.

DISNEY MEDIA
DISTRIBUTION LATIN
AMERICA
O (1-305) 567-3700
w www.disneymediadistribution.tv
Suite: Tresor 2-2209/2-2211
Contact: Fernando Barbosa, SVP & GM,
media dist. & prod., LatAm & U.S. Hispanic;
Henri Ringel, VP, sales, LatAm; Leonardo
Aranguibel, dir., prod., media dist.; Gustavo
Sorotski, dir., digital dist.; Santiago Bottaro,
snr. mgr., digital dist.; Fabiola Bovino, dir.,
mktg.; Heather Harris, snr. coord., mktg.;
Barbara Lorenzo, mgr., contract admin.;
Alis Perez, snr. mgr., finance.
PROGRAM HIGHLIGHTS
The Crossing (Drama, 11x60 min.) Refugees
from a war-torn country seek asylum in a
small American fishing town—only the country
these people are from is America, and the war
they are fleeing hasn’t happened yet.

Cloak & Dagger
Cloak & Dagger (Drama, 10x60 min.) Two
teenagers from very different backgrounds
awaken to newly acquired superpowers that
are mysteriously linked to one another.
Alone Together (Comedy, 20x30 min.)
Esther and Benji are platonic best friends
who want nothing more than to be accepted
by the vain and status-obsessed culture of
Los Angeles.

DISTRIBUTION360
O (1-416) 646-2711
m sales@distribution360.com
w www.distribution360.com

Faster, Higher, Stronger—Tomorrow’s
Technology

PROGRAM HIGHLIGHTS
Driving Me Crazy (Kids & family, 20x30
min.) Fast-paced, fun-fueled reality series
that puts first-time teen drivers behind the
wheel with their parents.

THE LEADING ONLINE DESTINATION FOR THE INTERNATIONAL MEDIA BUSINESS.
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Snapshots

leaves his five daughters faced with successfully managing a boutique hotel, a
mission they will have to fulfill in order to
claim an inheritance.
The Road to Calvary (Drama, 13x45 min.)
The story of two sisters in the turbulent period
from 1914 to 1919, when friends and relatives are on the opposite sides of the barricades, and the yearning for a brighter
tomorrow will pave the road to Calvary.
Dumb (Crime drama, 50x35 min.) A frustrated
and stoned 30-year-old actress goes undercover as a high-school student to help her exboyfriend, who was arrested for drug dealing.
The Best of All (Shiny-floor game show)
Is the average answer from a large group of
people always closer to the right result than
one person’s answer? This new game will
test that theory.

YaYa & Zouk (Preschool animation, 78x5
min./18x22 min.) YaYa, the big sister with
a taste for mischief, and her quirky little
brother Zouk use the power of their imaginations to turn their surroundings into a
playground of infinite possibilities.
Terror in the Woods (Factual ent., 8x60
min.) Investigates the most shocking unexplained paranormal encounters that happened deep in the heart of the untamed wild.
WW2 Treasure Hunters (Factual ent.,
8x60 min.) Unearths forgotten artifacts of
World War II across the U.K., bringing these
forgotten stories back to life.
Snapshots (Kids & family, 6x30 min. & format) A photo-taking throw down that pits three
talented kids against each other in an entertaining, physical and exciting competition
where each kid tries to take the best photo ever.
Bryan Inc. (Factual ent., 26x60 min.) Follow lifestyle stars and real-life couple
Bryan and Sarah Baeumler as they take the
next step in their adventure in business
together designing and renovating homes
for their clients.
House of Bryan (Factual ent., 50x30 min.)
Gives viewers a look into the life of iconic contractor Bryan Baeumler as he transforms his
modest bungalow into the ultimate dream
home, builds his family’s vacation home and
his new residence in the country.
Crime Stories (Factual ent., 76x60 min.)
Experience each dramatic step of criminal
investigations as law enforcement, journalists, family and friends take you through the
horrifying true stories of North America’s
most chilling crimes.
Ghostly Encounters (Factual ent., 83x30
min.) Combines the exhilarating drama of
paranormal encounters with a critical indepth look at the questions behind it.
The New Creatives (Factual ent., 10x30
min.) What does “creativity” mean in a world
where media tools are rapidly changing and
endlessly available? Meet the entrepreneurs
and idea-makers who are reinventing what it
means to be creative.

Power Couple (Reality format) Puts love to
the test like you’ve never seen before as eight
couples face extreme challenges that will test
how well they really know each other.
Complicated (Drama, 10x30 min.) Ran is
twice-divorced, has three beautiful daughters
from various angry mothers and only one bank
account that is slowly dwindling away. But he
still believes he can find the perfect love.
El Marginal (Drama, 13x45 min.) An ex-cop
goes undercover in a prison in order to infiltrate a group that has just kidnapped the teen
daughter of an important national judge.
Por Amarte Asi (Telenovela, 60x60 min.) A
father and daughter get a chance to fall in love
with partners despite the difficult circumstances that brought them together. With the
world against them, they will not give up.
Full Moon (Daily drama, 100x30 min.) Set
in the “full moon” party scene in Thailand
about the young who visit the island known
for its parties and find themselves entangled in a sketchy weapons deal.
Esperanza Mia (Romantic comedy,
180x45 min.) Tells of the forbidden love
between Julia, a pretend novice set on
bringing down the man responsible for her
mother’s death, and Tomas, a priest and
the culprit’s brother.

DORI MEDIA GROUP
O (41-43) 817-7050
m sales@dorimedia.com

DYNAMIC TELEVISION
O (1-323) 433-0100
m internal@dynamictelevision.com

w www.dorimedia.com,
www.dorimediadistribution.com

w www.dynamictelevision.com

Suite: Tresor 2-1415
Contact: Nadav Palti, pres. & CEO; Revital
Basel, VP, sales; Elena Antonini, VP, sales, Dori
Media Dist. Argentina; Maria Perez Campi,
sales mgr., Dori Media Dist. Argentina.
PROGRAM HIGHLIGHTS
Las Estrellas (5 Stars) (Romantic comedy, 150x60 min.) The death of Mario Star

Mandela, following the journey to bring
equality and democracy to South Africa.
East Los High (Teen drama, 60x30 min.)
Set in a world of dance, revolves around a
group of teens navigating their final years at
an inner city high school in East Los Angeles.
Wynonna Earp (Sci-fi drama, 25x52
min.) Supernatural thriller follows Wynonna
Earp as she returns to her hometown to
protect it from a demon uprising and end
her family’s curse.

7

Phi (Drama, 38x45 min.) Five characters
are drawn to one another by an irresistible
combination of psychology, philosophy
and romance in this landmark digital original that shook Turkey.
Prisoner of Love (Drama, 180x45 min.) A
story of finding romance in unexpected
places, follows two young couples, both
matched against their wishes but unable to
deny the feelings that blossom.
Broken Hearts (Drama, 180x23 min.) A
love triangle has devastating consequences for a woman not willing to betray
her husband, nor able to deny the true love
that enters her life.
Trotsky (Drama, 8x52 min.) Historical epic
about the Russian revolutionary Leon Trotsky,
a man who changed the world forever and
paid for it with all that he had.

Bad Stepmother

Las Estrellas

Stand: MT 17
Contact: Daniel March, mng. partner.
PROGRAM HIGHLIGHTS
The Day (Drama, 12x45 min.) A gripping
reinvention of the crime thriller, a bank heist
told from alternating perspectives of the
criminals, police and hostages involved.
Madiba (Drama, 6x52 min.) Event series
starring Laurence Fishburne as Nelson

GET GLOBAL MEDIA
NEWS IN SPANISH

Trapped (Drama, 20x52 min.) The highly
anticipated second season is coming later
this year.
Van Helsing (Sci-fi drama, 39x52 min.)
Returning for its third season, vampires rule
the world in this post-apocalyptic drama
on SYFY.
Bad Stepmother (TV movie, 1x90 min.)
Verity returns to New Orleans for her father’s
funeral, but quickly begins to suspect that his
death was no accident. In a cat and mouse
game with her stepmother, Verity must find out
the truth before it’s too late.
Family of Lies (TV movie, 1x90 min.) After
her parent’s mysterious deaths, Emily battles sinister forces that have followed her
and her siblings to their new life in
Louisiana. She must fight to protect her
family at all costs.
Shark Shock (TV movie, 1x90 min.) A
voltage-generating electric shark terrorizes
a trailer park community after a local oligarch plots to destroy their homes.
Valentine’s Again (TV movie, 1x90 min.)
Kat McKenzie searches for love as she
finds herself stuck reliving Valentine’s Day.
Her nightmare will only end when she
opens her heart to an unexpected suitor.

ECCHO RIGHTS
O (46-8) 5560-9380
m info@ecchorights.com
w ecchorights.com
Stand: 209
Contact: Fredrik af Malmborg, mng. dir.;
Laura Minarro, dir., coprod. & scripted.
PROGRAM HIGHLIGHTS
Stiletto Vendetta (Drama, 114x45 min.)
Four beautiful, successful women, childhood friends brought back together as
adults, have old scores to settle, and new
rivalries set to develop.
Cennet (Drama, 114x45 min.) When Cennet
discovers that the woman she wishes to
work for is in fact the mother who abandoned her as a baby, her motivation
switches to revenge.
El Accidente (Drama, 17x45 min.) The
biggest launch of the year on Spanish TV, a
thriller following a woman whose husband’s spurious behavior is uncovered by a
plane accident that should have killed him.

Stiletto Vendetta
Heart of the City (Drama, 60x45 min.)
Raised at sea, Ali must confront his traumatic
past when a romantic adventure leads him
back to the city where he was born.
Elif (Drama, 950x45 min.) A little girl with
a big heart must fight to keep her family
together in the face of constant threats. A
massive hit worldwide, now in its fourth
season.

ENDEMOL SHINE GROUP
w www.endemolshinedistribution.com
Suite: Chateau 1515 & 1524
Contact: Endemol Shine Intl.: Matt Creasey,
EVP, sales & acq.; Veronique Verges, SVP,
LatAm & U.S. Hispanic; Ivania Zamora, sales
coord.; Endemol Shine Latino: Laurens
Drillich, pres.; Mauricio Piccone, EVP; Sergio
Lazarov, VP, prod.; Kuarzo Entertainment
Argentina: Michelle Wasserman, SVP, intl.
business & content dvpmt.; Endemol Shine
North America: Ben Samek, COO; Michael
Weinberg, SVP, dvpmt.; Flavio Morales, EVP,
U.S. initiatives; Joe Schlosser, SVP, comms.;
Sharon Levy, pres., unscripted & scripted TV;
Endemol Shine Boomdog: Alejandro Rincon,
CEO; Adriana Villarreal, content coord.;
Carlos Pena, partner & COO; Ignacio Rincon,
VP, finance; Alvaro Godoy, head, screenwriters; Endemol Shine Brazil: Juliana Alganaraz,
GM; Tarsila Lima, mktg. coord.
PROGRAM HIGHLIGHTS
All Together Now (Format) Sees a range
of talented performers (solos and groups)
take to the stage to perform in front of The
100, an audience of great singers with big
voices and even bigger opinions.
Family Food Fight (Format) Diverse, multigenerational families go head-to-head in
high pressure cooking challenges to win
the experience of a lifetime and the coveted
title of the “Greatest Food Family.”
The Wall (Format) A tense, heart-stopping
quiz that requires both the right answers
and the right bounces in order to win a lifechanging cash prize.
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Beat Shazam (Format) Hit interactive music
game show pits teams of two against the
clock and each other as they attempt to identify the biggest hit songs of all time.

The Wall
The Bridge (El Puente) (Format) A group
of strangers vying for life-changing treasure
must build a bridge to an island 300
meters away in just 30 days. If they are
successful, each contestant will vote individually who deserves the treasure.

ENTERTAINMENT ONE
O (1-310) 407-0960
m tvinfo@entonegroup.com
w www.international.eonetv.com
Suite: Versailles 862/863
Contact: John Morayniss, co-pres., film,
TV & digital; Stuart Baxter, pres., intl. dist.;
Dan Loewy, SVP, global accounts, intl.
dist.; Xavier Trudel, EVP, sales, America,
intl. dist.; Justin Rebelo, VP, English Canada,
intl. dist.; Marcio Ferreira, dir., sales, LatAm,
intl. dist.
PROGRAM HIGHLIGHTS
Burden of Truth (Drama, 10x60 min.)
Stars Kristin Kreuk (Smallville) as a ruthless big-city lawyer who returns to her
hometown for a mysterious case that will
change her life forever.
The Detail (Drama, 10x60 min.) Femaledriven police procedural chronicling the professional and personal lives of three various
ranking female homicide detectives.
Caught (Drama, 5x60 min.) Based on the
best-selling novel of the same name, featuring an escaped convict on the hunt for
his drug kingpin ex-partner with the help of
a corrupt cop.
ICE (Drama, S1: 10x60 min., S2: 10x60
min.) Follows the Green family as they
plunge into the underbelly of the Los Angeles
diamond trade. In season two, the discovery of a magnificent rough diamond could
put the Green brothers back on top.

Burden of Truth
Ransom (Drama, S1: 13x60 min., S2:
13x60 min.) A prime-time thriller series
that blends suspense with human drama,
inspired by the real-life cases of hostage
negotiator Laurent Combalbert.
Mary Kills People (Drama, S1: 6x60
min., S2: 6x60 min.) Dr. Mary Harris is a
single mother and doctor by day who helps

terminally ill patients who want to die pass
away on their own terms. In season two,
Mary dives deeper into the criminal world.
Let’s Get Physical (Comedy, 8x30 min.)
Centers on a slacker named Joe who
makes a reluctant comeback in the fitness
industry after his dad wills him the brokendown family gym, with Joe and a nemesis
ultimately facing each other in the national
aerobics championships.

ESCAPADE MEDIA
O (61-2) 8353-2793
m natalie@escapademedia.com.au
w www.escapademedia.com.au
PROGRAM HIGHLIGHTS
Walking Points (Factual, 1x90 min./1x52
min. 4K) In the U.S., cancer detection dogs
are being used to test for this killer disease
and the results are remarkable.
Household Empires (Factual, 13x30 min.
4K) Explores how a world steeped in tradition
has been impacted by technology, providing
small businesses with marketable ecommerce platforms, allowing them to flourish from their living room to the world.

FEDERATION KIDS
& FAMILY
O (33-6) 5137-9895
m monica@cottonwood.tv
w fedent.com/kids-and-family/
Stand: 425
Contact: David Michel, mng. dir.; Monica
Levy, VP, intl. sales.
PROGRAM HIGHLIGHTS
Find Me in Paris (Daily tween drama,
52x30 min.) Lena Grisky is a time-traveling
ballerina from 1905 Russia trying to navigate her way through the perils of adolescence—in 2015 Paris.
The Ollie & Moon Show (Upper preschool 2D & live action, 104x11 min.) A
slapstick comedy starring two animated
cats who travel across the live-action world
showing kids the joys of friendship, food
and fun across the globe.

Squish

Steve Backshall & The Vertical Mile
Animal Clinic (Factual/reality, 18x30
min.) An observational documentary series
following the work at Ireland’s largest animal charity, the high-tech DSPCA clinic
that provides emergency care for every kind
of domestic and wild animal imaginable.
Steve Backshall & The Vertical Mile (Factual/adventure, 2x30 min./2x60 min. 4K &
VR) This vertical mile of crumbling rock and ice
is the biggest challenge Steve has ever faced.
Rottnest & The Mystery Islands (Natural
history, 2x60 min. 4K & VR) On the far west of
the Australian continent there is a set of islands
whose inhabitants defy all laws of nature.
Charged & Disbarred (Factual/crime,
13x30 min. 4K) Explores real-life crimes perpetrated by those trusted with the law. Narrated by lawyer and prosecutor James Pacitti.
Food.Sail.Love. (Lifestyle, 8x30 min. 4K)
This unique culinary voyage invites the
viewer to experience the local life and the
preservation of precious traditions.
JC Tha Barber (Reality/ent., 13x30 min.
4K) Follows celebrity barber JC Hammons
into the homes and dressing rooms of
today’s hottest stars from the worlds of
film, hip hop and professional sports.
Tomorrow When the War Began (Drama,
6x45 min.) High production series about a
group of young friends overcoming seemingly insurmountable odds to save the
things they hold most precious
The Fo-Fo Figgily Show (Preschool,
25x15 min. 4K) Explores fundamental
learning concepts and helps children discover the importance of community and
positivity.

Squish (Kids 6-11 2D, 52x11 min.) Animated comedy starring an amoeba looking
to survive life in the cutthroat world of single cell organisms…not to mention school!
Love, Divina (Daily teen drama, 60x45
min.) Divina (who secretly dreams of
becoming a pop star) and a group of her
street-urchin friends are taken in by Divina’s
long-lost wealthy grandmother.

FOXTELECOLOMBIA/
ESTUDIOS TELEMÉXICO
O (57-1) 417-4200/
(5255) 5025-3954

w www.foxtelecolombia.com,
www.estudiostelemexico.com
Contact: Samuel Duque Rozo, chmn. & CEO;
Samuel Duque Duque, pres.; Magdalena La
Rotta, VP, product; Nelson Martínez, dir., prod.;
Isabel Cristina Méndez, dir., postprod.
PROGRAM HIGHLIGHTS
Sin Senos Sí Hay Paraíso (Drama, S13: 90x60 min. per season) Presumed
dead, Catalina Santana returns as a DEA
agent to capture “la Diabla.”
El Bronx (Drama/romance/action, 80x60
min.) Inspired by real events, the story of
intersected lives within the Bronx, a dangerous ghetto that existed in Bogotá.
Sitiados II (Adventure, 8x60 min.) A story
about the other side of the conquest—that
of Spain’s difficulties in managing the continent it discovered.
José José (Biographical drama/musical,
80x60 min.) Biopic about José José,
whose life was full of songs, successes,
loves, excesses and failures, but above all
a constant battle against his own demons.

Zumba
Celia—La Serie (Biographical drama/musical, 80x60 min.) Tells the story of one of the
legends of Latin music, Celia Cruz.
El Capo (Action, S1-3 & Mexican version:
120x60 min. per season) El Capo declares
war against the Colombian government,
challenges the United States and fights
drug traffickers and the mafia.
Cumbia Ninja (Drama/musical/romance,
S1-3: 13x60 min.) Juana’s family is massacred on the orders of her uncle, leading
her to hide in La Colina, where she meets
Hache, a singer, and a great love is born.
Zumba (Biographical drama/musical,
60x60 min.) The story of Beto Pérez, the
Colombian who created a multimilliondollar dance and fitness empire.
The Rebeld Pope (Doc., 1x45 min.)
Recounts the life of Jorge Mario Bergoglio,
the first Latin American to become Pope.
Escuela para Maridos (Ent./reality, S186: 12x60 min. per season) Eight marriages in crisis with a common problem:
husbands who, despite the love they feel
for their women, can’t (or won’t) change.

FREMANTLEMEDIA
O (1-805) 630-1865
m general.enquiries@fremantlemedia.com
w www.fmscreenings.com
Suite: Tresor 2-1514/2-1515
Contact: Jens Ritcher, CEO, FremantleMedia
Intl.; Jamie Lynn, EVP, head, sales & dist.,
EMEA; Lisa Honig, SEVP, intl. dist., USA &
Canada; Caroline Kusser, SVP, sales &
dist., intl.; Sheila Aguirre, EVP, content
dist. & format sales, LatAm, Caribbean &
Hispanic US; Millie Siqueira, sales mgr.;
Natalia Rodriguez, sales mgr.; Terryn
Hegeman, asst., dist., LatAm, Caribbean
& Hispanic USA; Kristina Kirk, VP,
comms.; Constanza Cagliolo, mng. dir.,
FremantleMedia Mexico; Levina Negi, VP,
global acq. & dvpmt.
PROGRAM HIGHLIGHTS
American Idol (Ent., 38x60 min.) The
iconic music series premieres on ABC in
2018 with series icon Ryan Seacrest as
host and Katy Perry, Luke Bryan and Lionel
Richie as judges.
Hard Sun (Drama, 6x60 min.) Preapocalyptic crime series set in contemporary London written by BAFTA and Emmynominated writer Neil Cross, creator of BBC
One’s Luther.
Jamie’s Quick & Easy Food (Lifestyle, 18x30
min.) The ultimate set of go-to recipes that are
quick to cook and easy to remember.
My Brilliant Friend (Drama, 8x60 min.) An
original series by HBO and Rai of Elena

Video interviews with leading players in the media business, industry analysis
and a recap of the week’s events—delivered to your inbox every Thursday.
FOR A FREE SUBSCRIPTION, PLEASE VISIT SUBSCRIPTIONS.WS
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Ferrante’s novel of the same name, produced
by Wildside, the award-winning makers of The
Young Pope, and Fandango.
Picnic at Hanging Rock (Drama, 6x60
min.) A trailblazing reimagining of the iconic
and timeless Australian novel from
acclaimed director Larysa Kondracki and
starring Natalie Dormer.
The Recording Studio (Reality ent. format) Follows ordinary people as they are
given the opportunity of a lifetime to step
into a world-class recording studio and
capture the most important song of their
lives that will be remembered forever.
The Artisan (Reality format) Follows six talented artisans with unique professions and
skills as they set out on a journey to find the
perfect apprentice to keep their craft alive. But
who has the creative flair and talent to preserve
and continue the ancestral trade for future generations to enjoy?

Hard Sun
The Golden Brain (Game-show format)
This prime-time entertainment game show
sees two of the nation’s favorite duos compete in an epic battle armed only with their
most powerful weapon, their brains.
The Noise (Game-show format) Silence
is golden in the hilarious and ‘loudest’
game show where teams of contestants
must complete seemingly easy challenges
without making a single sound to unlock
big cash prizes and even bigger laughs.
Supermarket Sweep (Game-show format) Sees players step inside a very special supermarket for a fast-paced and
energetic game show, where three teams
of two battle it out using their shopping
skills to win the cash prize.

KikoRiki (Comedy edutainment, 2D:
216x6.5 min., CGI: 52x11 min.) These
humorous stories teach valuable life lessons about cooperation, creativity, core
values, self-acceptance and communication. The colourful cast complement one
another’s unique personalities.
PinCode (Musical edutainment, 52x13
min. & S2) Every episode contains a valuable science lesson. In pursuit of knowledge, the diverse team travels the universe
to learn about the world.

challenges from a magical grandma living
in an ancestral Magic Cookbook.
Hannibal (Drama, 39x60 min.) Explores
the early relationship between psychiatrist
Dr. Hannibal Lecter and the young FBI
criminal profiler who is haunted by his ability to empathize with serial killers.
Hemlock Grove (Drama, 33x60 min.)
From acclaimed director Eli Roth, based on
the gothic novel by Brian McGreevy, the tale
of the unraveling of a once vibrant community after a mysterious death.

GAUMONT
O (1-424) 281-5200
m sales@gaumont.com

GLOBAL AGENCY
O (90-212) 240-5769
m info@theglobalagency.tv

w www.gaumont.us

w www.theglobalagency.tv

Suite: Chateau 1516
Contact: Vanessa Shapiro, pres., worldwide TV dist. & coprod.; Ezequiel Olzanski,
VP, LatAm TV dist. & coprod.
PROGRAM HIGHLIGHTS
Narcos (Drama, 40x60 min.) From filmmaker José Padilha, an inside look at the
men who would stop at nothing to take
down Pablo Escobar, delivering an unfiltered look into the war that would change
the drug trade forever.
The Art of Crime (Drama, 6x60 min.)
When a hotheaded detective teams up
with an art historian from the Louvre, their
relationship grows like fire and ice as they
delve into mysteries that capture French
culture and history.
Relationship Status (Drama, 36x10
min./13x22 min.) An interweaving cast of
20- and 30-somethings navigate the complexities of dating and relationships in the
modern age of social media.
Hetty Feather (Family/kids drama,
40x22 min.) Abandoned as a baby, Hetty
Feather lives in a children’s home where
she faces daily challenges, makes friends
and discovers untold truths as she searches for her mother.
48 Christmas Wishes (TV movie, 1x85
min.) A heartfelt Christmas story about two
elves from the North Pole who must find
lost “letters to Santa.”

Narcos

Stand: 400
Contact: Izzet Pinto, fndr. & CEO; Ivan
Sanchez, sales dir.; Ekin Gabay, sales dir.;
Gozde Sergili, sales dir.
PROGRAM HIGHLIGHTS
Hope (Drama) Charged with a crime he
didn’t commit, Ozan escapes custody and
goes on the run; hunted by the authorities
and the criminal gang he was once a part
of, he struggles to save his life and that of
his daughter, who has leukemia.
Bitter Sweet (Dramedy) Misunderstandings
and coincidences lead Nazli, an aspiring chef,
and Ferit, a wealthy businessman, into a complicated situation where love blooms.
Golden Horde (Period drama, 16x60 min.)
It’s the end of the 13th century and ancient
Russia is under Tatar-Mongol yoke’s. Grand
Prince Yaroslav dreams to unite the scattered
Russian principalities and get rid of the hated
Tataro-Mongols.
Black Pearl (Drama) Hazal and Kenan had
planned to spend the rest of their lives
together in a small Aegean town, but their perfect relationship is shaken by Vural’s arrival.
Evermore (Drama) Faruk and Sureyya fall
in love, get married and move to Faruk’s
ancestral home in Bursa, where Sureyya
consistently tries to win the heart of her
conventional mother in law.
Open Call (Talent-show format) Shiny
floor prime-time singing competition featuring a fresh twist of two dramatic
moments in one audition.
My Wife Rules (Daily cooking show) A
chef will demonstrate a recipe to the wives,
who leave the kitchen while their husbands
step up to the stove. The women must
communicate the recipe to their husbands
via an earpiece. At stake is a $10,000 cash
prize for the winning couple.
The Married Game (Daily dating show)
Four men, three married and one single,
take a bachelorette out on dinner dates and
try to convince her that they are single.

Belle and Sebastian (Kids 5-9 animated
comedy adventure, 52x11 min.) The outdoor adventures of a courageous young
boy and his huge white dog who will rush to
anybody’s rescue, friend or foe, no matter
what the risk.
Calimero (Preschool animated comedy,
64x13 min.) With his big heart, three eager
companions, and an old mill teeming with
incredible inventions, Calimero tries to put right
all those things in life that are just not fair.
Trulli Tales (Preschool animated comedy
adventure, 52x11 min. & 13x1 min.) Magic
and cooking blend as four young and talented Wizards Chefs learn to face everyday

Black Pearl

FUN UNION
O (852) 2239-5312
m info@fununion.net
w www.fununion.net
PROGRAM HIGHLIGHTS
BabyRiki (Musical edutainment, 52x5min.
& S2) From physical wellbeing, cognitive
and soft skills, these musical stories are
based around age-appropriate experiences
with educational concepts introduced in
familiar surroundings for pre-schoolers.

BabyRiki
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GLOBO
O (55-11) 5112-4559
w www.globo.com/licensing
Suite: Tresor 2-1701
Contact: Raphael Corrêa Netto, exec. dir.,
intl. business; Alejandra Moreno, head, intl.
mktg.; João Fonseca, sales mgr.; Paula
Venturim, sales exec., Americas; Angela
Colla, sales mgr., Americas; Carolina
Krambeck, sales exec., LatAm; Pablo
Ghiglione, sales mgr., LatAm; Verônica
Ferreira, mktg. coord.; Mariana Castro, PR.
PROGRAM HIGHLIGHTS
Edge of Desire (Telenovela, 160x60 min.)
Written by International Emmy Award winner
Gloria Perez, presents three strong-willed
women that have one thing in common: the
tenacity to fight for what they want.
Old River (Telenovela, 60x60 min.) A story
of the forbidden romance of Tereza and
Santo, who fall in love and defy the hatred
and rivalry that has existed between their
families for generations.
The Good Side of Life! (Telenovela,
135x60 min.) A naïve young man from the
countryside who was abandoned as a
newborn against the will of his mother goes
to the big city to look for her.
The Big Catch (Telenovela, 130x60 min.)
In this romantic police comedy, after a luxury hotel is robbed by four of its employees,
the lives of all people involved are turned
upside down.

Edge of Desire
Young Hearts: Embrace Diversity
(Telenovela, 120x60 min.) When a shy girl
in search of friends, a rich teenager with her
own alternative style, a hacker from the
other side of the tracks and a rebel artist get
together to help a teenager mom-to-be, a
strong friendship is born.
Rock Story (Telenovela, 135x60 min.) Gui
is a former rock star who struggles to reinvent himself after another artist steals his
fame and his wife.
Dark Days (Super series, 70x60 min.) In
1970 Brazil, with political repression from
the military dictatorship as a backdrop, the
inquisitive student Alice and the idealistic
doctor Renato fall deeply in love.
The Wise Ones (Series, 4x60 min.) International Emmy nominee for best drama and
directed by Fernando Meirelles, places old
age as the protagonist in four individual stories, including an armed robbery, a friend’s
suicide, the reunion of father and son and the
rediscovery of life through a new love.
The Formula (Series, 8x60 min.) After
discovering the elixir of youth, a scientist
reunites with her high school sweetheart,
bringing back many dilemmas from the
past.
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Under Pressure (Series, 9x60 min. 4K)
Inside a chaotic emergency room in Rio de
Janeiro, a team of doctors are torn between
their internal personal conflicts, the difficulties of the profession and the surprising
dramas behind each patient’s history, in a
heroic attempt to save lives.

GLOOB
O (55-21) 2145-7709
m ogratz@globosat.com.br
w gloobcontent.com
Contact: Paula Taborda Dos Guaranys,
head, content & pgmng.; Beatriz Tompson,
sales exec.
PROGRAM HIGHLIGHTS
S.O.S. Fairy Manu (Kids animation, S1:
26x13 min., S2: 26x13 min., S3: 12x13 min. in
prod.) Despite her inexperience, Manu has
received a very unusual mission: to become
the new Fairy Godmother of the Enchanted
Kingdom after her grandmother retires.
Chunk and Donut (Kids animation, 26x13
min.) Chunk is a 10-year-old kid who joins
a fun adventure in pursuit of happiness
with his dog Donut.
Time to Rock (Kids animation, S1: 26x11
min., S2: 26x11 min. in prod.) Fred, Bea,
Eddie and Chiclet form a peculiar rock
band. When playing video game instruments, they “travel” to the past, changing
the course of history.
Click (Kids live action, 52x13 min.) Daniel
Warren teaches us how to give new life to
many of the seemingly useless objects we
have at home.
Gaby Star (Kids live action, 124x26 min.)
Realizing it takes more than pure talent to
pursue her musical dreams, Gaby will spare
no efforts to evolve into a complete artist.

GMA WORLDWIDE
O (632) 333-7572
m gwi@gmanetwork.com
w www.gmaworldwide.tv
Stand: MT 35
Contact: Roxanne J. Barcelona, VP;
Manuel Paolo Laurena, snr. sales mgr.
PROGRAM HIGHLIGHTS
Heart and Soul (Fantasy drama, 45x45
min.) Twins Criselda and Crisanta are in a
rivalry over a man. Can Criselda win
against her sister when she is just a “spirit”
roaming around?
Angela (Drama/fantasy, 45x45 min.)
Angela and Lucille are half-sisters who
both possess superpowers: one can heal
with her touch while the other causes pain.
My Korean Jagiya (Drama/romantic comedy, 45x45 min.) A Korean drama fan falls
in love with a Korean actor and hopes he
will love her too. Is her dream too good to
come true?

Heart and Soul
Impostora (Contemporary drama, 45x45
min.) A woman with a disfigured face goes
under the knife to become beautiful, only to
find out she will assume another woman’s
life and identity.
A Woman Scorned (Contemporary drama,
193x45 min.) A simple wife and a seductive office manager seek to win the heart of
a widower and reputable pilot yearning for
true love.

GRB ENTERTAINMENT
O (1-818) 728-4140
m sales@grbtv.com
w www.grbtv.com
S.O.S. Fairy Manu
Guess Who’s Cooking (Kids live action,
130x13 min.) In a kitchen full of colors
and fun accessories, three friends get
together to prepare delicious recipes and
learn their origins.
Blue Building Detectives (Kids live action,
S1: 26x13 min., S2: 13x13 min., S3-S6:
26x13 min. each; S7-9: 26x26 min. each;
S10: 26x26 min. in prod.) Whenever something fishy happens, the friends become the
Blue Building Detectives.
Valentins (Kids live action, S1: 26x26
min., S2: 26x26 min. in prod.) When scientists Alice and Artur Valentim mysteriously vanish, their four kids are forced to
face all kinds of fears, threats and an unexpected adversary.
Brainiacs (Kids live action, S1: 26x26
min., S2: 26x26 min. in prod.) At the
Genius School, among new friends and
experiences, 12-year old Isaac searches
for a way to help his quadriplegic sister to
play videogames again.

Stand: 608
Contact: Gary R. Benz, pres. & CEO;
Michael Lolato, SVP, intl. dist.; Melanie
Torres, dir., intl. sales.
PROGRAM HIGHLIGHTS
The Bay (Drama, 42x30 min.) Follows the
affluent yet dysfunctional residents living in
a posh seaside town.
Man At Arms (Science docuseries, 8x60
min.) Expert craftsmen recreate iconic
weapons from video games, movies, and
comics. Then, each creation is tested for its
strength and real-world functionality. Hosted
by Danny Trejo.
Day 5 (Apocalyptic thriller, 14x60 min.) In
the immediate aftermath of a fatal sleep
epidemic, Jake ventures into the abandoned streets unaware that most of the
world has died in their beds.
The Stalker Files (Crime, 10x60 min.)
Hear the chilling stories behind celebrity
stalking cases involving Gwyneth Paltrow,
Steven Spielberg, Madonna and more.

Untold Stories of the E.R. (Health,
140x60 min.) These intense real stories
demonstrate the dramatic nature of medicine practiced under pressure, where every
moment can be a turning point.

The Bay
Whacked Out Sports (Sports/clip show,
66x30 min.) This brand-new clip show
features hysterical professional and amateur sports mishaps, crashes and bloopers
from all around the world.
Tech Toys 360 (Science, 26x30 min.)
Travel the globe in search of the coolest
gadgets. Experience cutting-edge technology behind modern wonders and meet the
innovators who brought them to life.
Exposed (Crime, 6x60 min.) Uncover the
truth behind horrific crimes committed against
celebrities and by celebrities. Find out why the
criminals picked their target, how they did it,
and how they got away with it.
Close Up with The Hollywood Reporter
(Doc., 28x60 min.) This roundtable interview series features the hottest A-list stars
and directors from the year’s most
acclaimed films and television series.
Crunch Time (Sci-fi dramedy, 14x30
min.) Four brilliant, obnoxious grad students are interrogated by government
operatives because the world is about to
end and it’s all their fault.

GUSTO WORLDWIDE
MEDIA
O (1-613) 730-1728
m sales@gustoworldwidemedia.com
w www.gustoworldwidemedia.com
Contact: Chris Knight, pres. & CEO.
PROGRAM HIGHLIGHTS
Flour Power (Baking, S1: 13x30 min., S2:
13x30 min. 4K) Set in a retro-style kitchen,
the host inspires viewers with simple to
extravagant baked treats. Accompanied by
39 recipes, webisodes and photography.

about delectable barbeque and inspiring
viewers to entertain guests outdoors.
Accompanied by 61 recipes, webisodes
and photography.
Fish The Dish (Food, S1: 15x30 min., S2:
15x30 min. 4K) Celebrates sustainability
while demystifying cooking seafood.
Accompanied by 120-plus recipes with
videos and photography.
The Urban Vegetarian (Food, 15x30
min. 4K) Set in an upscale kitchen, celebrates delicious vegetarian cuisine.
Accompanied by 45-plus recipes,
webisodes and photography.
The Latin Kitchen (Food, 15x30 min. 4K)
Explores three Latin cuisines (Mexican,
Venezuelan and Spanish) with three hosts.
Turnkey marketing package includes 60
recipes, webisodes, and photography.
A Is for Apple (Food, S1: 30x30 min., S2:
24x30 min. 4K) Recorded on a one-of-akind set accompanied by 160-plus recipes
with webisodes and photography.
Spencer’s Big 30 (Food, 13x30 min. 4K)
Shot in real time, features healthy, family-style
meals made in around 30 minutes for about
30 dollars. Accompanied by 59 original
recipes, webisodes, and photography.
Crate to Plate (Food doc., 4x30 min. 4K)
Showcases the people whose lives are
shaped by the food we eat.
Fresh Market Dinners (Food, 10x30 min.
4K) Features a young host as she transforms ingredients from local farmer’s markets into chic dinners. Includes 30-plus
recipes, webisodes and photography.

HASBRO STUDIOS
O (44-208) 569-1234
m gustavo.gomez@hasbro.com
w hasbrostudios.com
Stand: MT 34
Contact: Gustavo Gomez, sales dir.,
LatAm & Iberia.
PROGRAM HIGHLIGHTS
My Little Pony Friendship is Magic
(Animation, 195x22 min.) In the village of
Ponyville, Twilight Sparkle and her five
pony friends learn all about the most powerful magic of all: the magic of friendship.
My Little Pony Equestria Girls (Animation, 4x72 min., 3x22 min. & 2x44 min.)
The beloved characters from Ponyville are
reimagined as young human girls, who
must use the power of friendship to survive their biggest challenge—high school.
Transformers Robots in Disguise (Animation, 71x22 min.) Years after we left the Autobots in Transformers Prime, Bumblebee is
summoned by Optimus Prime to save Earth
from a new faction of Decepticons.
Littlest Pet Shop A World of Our Own
(Animation, 52x11 min.) Welcome to the
land of Paw-Tucket, a pet-only world made
by pets, for pets, where Trip, Quincy, Jade,
Roxie, Edie and Bev hang out at the cozy
corner of the Littlest Pet.

Flour Power
One World Kitchen (Food, S1: 30x30 min.,
S2: 24x30 min., S3: 28x30 min. 4K) Features
international cuisines (Italian, Indian, Thai,
Argentine, Japanese, Cantonese, Lebanese
and Greek). Accompanied by 320-plus
webisodes, recipes and photography.
Watts On the Grill (Food, 13x30 min.
4K) Fast-paced cooking series is all

Littlest Pet Shop A World of Our Own
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INTER MEDYA
O (90-212) 231-0102
m info@intermedya.tv
w www.intermedya.tv
Suite: Tresor 2-1512
Contact: Beatriz Cea Okan, sales exec.;
Sibel Levendoglu, sales exec.
PROGRAM HIGHLIGHTS
Mrs. Fazilet and Her Daughters (Drama)
Mrs. Fazilet and her daughters live a modest life but she is determined to use them to
become rich.

a young and idealistic doctor. One day, their
paths cross in the most unexpected way.
Tales of Innocence (Drama) An accident
on a rainy night changes the lives of a
woman who commits a crime for the man
she loves, a prosecutor who will do everything to advance his career and a man bent
on revenge after losing his lover.

Broken Wings (Drama) Zeynep, Emre,
Cemre and their youngest sister Aysun are left
alone in poverty after their father’s sudden
death. Their only motivation in life is their
mother Nefise, who is going to do anything for
their wellbeing and happiness.
In Between (Drama, 126x45 min.) Neriman,
who lost her mother as a little girl, is a traditional young woman who lives with her
father Faiz and her aunt Gülter in the suburbs. Although she grew up in a modest
environment, her dreams are very big.
Hayat, Aşk Laftan Anlamaz (Dramedy,
102x45 min.) Murat, the handsome perfectionist who took over the responsibility
of a big company at a young age, meets
Hayat, a clumsy, joyful, beautiful young girl
who knows how to enjoy life.
Money Monster (Game-show format) A
studio-based quiz show in which contestants win the money they manage to count
correctly after each right answer.
1 vs. 10 (Game-show format) One contestant will be asked ten questions. But
instead of answering the questions, they
need to choose one person out of ten who
they think won’t know the answer.

KANAL D INTERNATIONAL
O (90-212) 413-5666
m sales@kanald.com.tr
w kanald.international
Suite: Tresor 2-1802/2-1804
PROGRAM HIGHLIGHTS
7 Faces (Drama, 7x45 min.) Each episode
of this miniseries by filmmaker Tunç Şahin
relates a different story of confrontation.
Crossroads (Drama) Evren and his family
must start over after he loses his hotel chain
and all they have left is a modest hotel in
Bodrum that his wife inherited from her father.
Innocent (Drama) Retired police captain
Cevdet is faced with a difficult choice when his
younger son confesses to killing his wife.
Price of Passion (Drama) Ferhat is a hitman working for his criminal uncle. Şirin is

for new evidence, track down witnesses and
talk to often-reluctant law-enforcement, looking beyond guilt and innocence to expose the
flaws in our criminal justice system.
The Rook (Drama, 8x60 min.) A supernatural thriller about a young woman who
wakes up in a London park suffering total
amnesia and surrounded by dead bodies,
all wearing latex gloves. As she is pursued
by shadowy paranormal adversaries, she
grapples with peculiar “abilities” of her own.
Hard Powder

Innocent

Mrs. Fazilet and Her Daughters
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War of the Roses (Drama) A war begins
between Gülru, who grew up in the servants quarters, and Gülfem, the daughter of
the mansion.
Wounded Love (Drama) Set along the
beauty of the Aegean coastline, this is the
love story of a man and a woman whose
memorable faith in each other will go
through a grave crisis.

KESHET INTERNATIONAL
w www.keshetinternational.com
Suite: Tresor 2-1606
PROGRAM HIGHLIGHTS
Masters of Dance (Talent, 22x60/90
min. format) In this epic battle of skill, style
and talent, four renowned dance masters
put their reputations and egos on the line to
crown the country’s best dancer and be
named the Master of Dance.

Masters of Dance
The A Word (Drama, S2: 6x60 min. & format) A drama series about a messy,
extended family with a child newly diagnosed with autism at its center. Joe, now
aged seven, has begun to look at the world
and find he doesn’t fit in.

LEDAFILMS
O (54-11) 4788-5215
m info@ledafilms.com
w www.ledafilms.com
Suite: Tresor 2-2005
Contact: Pedro Félix Leda, chmn.; Alejandro
Leda, pres.; Moira Mc Namara, sales mgr.

PROGRAM HIGHLIGHTS
Hard Powder (Action) A snowplow driver
seeks revenge against the drug dealers he
thinks killed his son.
Replicas (Sci-fi/thriller) After a car accident
kills his family, a daring synthetic biologist will
stop at nothing to bring them back, even if it
means pitting himself against a governmentcontrolled laboratory, a police task force and
the physical laws of science.
Luis and the Aliens (Animated feature)
12-year-old Luis, who is obsessed with
proving the existence of intelligent life in
space, encounters three goofy aliens.
Todos Lo Saben (Drama) Carolina, a
Spanish woman living in Buenos Aires,
returns to her hometown outside Madrid
with her Argentinian husband and children.

LIONSGATE
ENTERTAINMENT
O (1-310) 449-9200
m general-inquiries@lionsgate.com
w www.lionsgate.com
Suite: Tresor 2-1914
Contact: Kevin Beggs, chmn., TV; Chase
Brisbin, VP, Canada SVOD sales; Tyler
Caldwell, mgr., sales planning; Jennifer
Caprow, exec. dir., sales planning; Jeff
Cooke, VP, worldwide digital; Brian Day,
SVP, business & legal affairs; Alyssa
Emmert, research analyst; Leticia Estrada,
dir., intl. TV sales; Suzy Feldman, SVP,
worldwide TV; Dawn Flagg, mgr., events;
Gene George, EVP, worldwide dist.; Jared
Goetz, pres., domestic TV dist.; Thomas
Hughes, EVP, worldwide digital; Susan
Hummel, EVP & mng. dir., Canada TV; Peter
Iacono, pres., intl. TV & digital dist.; Agapy
Kapouranis, EVP, worldwide SVOD; David
Luner, EVP, worldwide TV mktg.; Kara
McKinney, mgr., intl. digital; Jim McNamara Jr.,
coord., intl. TV sales; Blake Mott, asst. mgr.,
sales planning; Kate Nexon, exec. dir., domestic TV sales; Jim Packer, pres., worldwide TV
& digital dist.; Maryann Pasante, SVP, LatAm
TV sales; Chris Selak, EVP, scripted TV; Elissa
Shenkman, VP, events, worldwide TV;
Lawrence Szabo, EVP, North American TV
sales; Derek Turk, VP, ratings & research;
Joann Villasenor, events coord., worldwide
TV; Michael Weinstein, EVP, sales planning & dist.
PROGRAM HIGHLIGHTS
Sweetbitter (Drama, 6x30 min.) The story of
a young woman’s coming-of-age, set against
the rich and grimy backdrop of exclusive
restaurants.
Vida (Drama, 6x30 min.) Two MexicanAmerican sisters from the Eastside of Los
Angeles return to their old neighborhood,
where they are confronted by the past and
the truth about their mother’s identity.
Wrong Man (Doc., 6x60 min.) Follows a
team of experts and investigators as they hunt

Howards End
Motherland (Comedy, 7x30 min.) Working
mom Julia, single mom Liz and stay-at-home
dad Kevin are desperate to win the approval
of the Alpha Mums.
Little Women (Event series, 3x60 min.) A universal coming-of-age story set against the
backdrop of the Civil War, tracing the lives of
four sisters, Meg, Jo, Beth and Amy March, on
their journey from childhood to adulthood.
Howards End (Event series, 4x60 min.)
Based on the acclaimed novel, explores the
story of two independent and unconventional sisters and the men in their lives.
The Girlfriend Experience (Drama,
27x30 min.) Christine Reade (Riley
Keough), a law school student, finds herself
drawn into the world of GFEs—women who
provide emotional and sexual relationships
at a very high price.
Nashville (Drama, 112x60 min.) Each
episode takes us into the cutthroat world of
music and politics, showing what it really
means to become a star, and the sacrifices
it takes to make dreams come true.
Power (Drama, 48x60 min.) James
“Ghost” St. Patrick is using his nightclub
as a front for a lucrative drug network. As
he is seduced by the prospect of a legitimate life, everything precious to him
becomes unknowingly threatened.

MARVISTA
ENTERTAINMENT
O (1-424) 274-3000
m gjo@marvista.net
w www.marvista.net
Suite: Tresor 2-1809
Contact: Fernando Szew, CEO; Deena
Stern, SVP, mktg. & comms.; Jody Cipriano,
VP, global dist.; Hannah Pillemer, SVP,
dvpmt. & prod.; Ariel Tobi, pres., SNAP TV;
Melissa Hobaica, sales dir., SNAP TV.
PROGRAM HIGHLIGHTS
Autumn Stables (Romance, 1x90 min.)
After her husband’s death, Autumn sells
her ranch to Jake expecting nothing will
change; however, Jake has ulterior motives
with the land and her heart.
A Dangerous Date (Thriller, 1x90 min.) Introducing her father to online dating, he meets a
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woman quickly with love at first sight only to
find things are not what they seem.
Going For Gold (Kids & family, 1x90 min.)
After moving to Australia, Emma’s enthusiasm for cheerleading is contagious with
her new friends to overcome the odds and
beat the mean girls in competition.
The Killer Trainer (Thriller, 1x90 min.)
When Melissa enlists the help of a personal
trainer, Trey takes his trainer duties beyond
the norm to track her every move with
deadly intentions.

Save This Dance
The Nanny Betrayal (Thriller, 1x90 min.)
Brian and Elise hire the perfect nanny, but
could she actually be responsible for
seemingly unrelated murders, or is someone else setting her up?
Save This Dance (Romance, 1x90 min.) Former high school sweethearts reluctantly
reunite for a dance competition with hopes of
saving the small town’s failing dance studio.
Maggie’s Christmas Miracle (Holiday,
1x90 min.) A single mom discovers the true
meaning of Christmas through her son’s
tutor with the chance to find happiness and
love again.
The Midwife’s Deception (Thriller, 1x90
min.) Jina, a midwife, is a dream come true
for seven-month pregnant Sara until
secrets unfold and Jina may want more
than only delivering the baby.
Tiny Christmas (Holiday/kids & family,
1x66 min.) Two cousins are zapped by a
shrink ray on Christmas Eve and must use
teamwork to overcome larger-than-life
challenges or stay tiny forever.
Vows of Deceit (Thriller, 1x90 min.) After
getting married to Leo after only three
months, the marriage takes a treacherous
turn as Sara discovers the truth of his mysterious past.

MONDO TV
IBEROAMERICA
O (34-91) 399-2710
m d.papanikas@mondotviberoamerica.com
w www.mondotviberoamerica.com
Stand: 510
Contact: Maria B. Fois, GM; Dimitri
Papanikas, sales exec..
PROGRAM HIGHLIGHTS
Heidi Bienvenida al Show (Live action/comedy, 60x45 min.) Heidi, the happy, friendly girl
from the mountains, is back in a new series
based again on an original idea by the
renowned author Marcela Citterio.
Heidi Bienvenida a Casa (Live action/comedy, 60x45 min.) First successful season of
the series that reinterprets the worldwide wellknown classic novel with a modern touch, featuring comedy and music.
Invention Story (CGI comedy adventure,
104x11 min.) A 3D comedy about a fox
inventor who tries to fit into a town full of

rabbits, hopefully winning them over with
his big heart and his amazing gadgets.
Sissi the Young Empress (2D comedy
adventure, 52x26 min.) The adventures of the
free-spirited empress who resists etiquette
and the duties of the court to follow her dreams
and heart. New season in 3D in 2018.
The Treasure Island (CGI adventure,
26x26 min.) Based on the masterpiece by
R.L. Stevenson, the series blends the classic novel with a wider and complex story,
taking us far beyond the island.
Cuby Zoo (CGI comedy adventure, 52x11
min.) The adventures of five core key cubeshaped animals, custodians of children’s
happiness and also sometimes even
guardians of civilization itself.
Adventures in Duckport (2D comedy
adventure, 52x11 min.) The story begins
when Suzy Ducken and her neighbor Jack
Quaker form an adventure club. Their
adventures teach us about friendship, fantasy and exploration.
The Drakers (2D comedy adventure,
26x26 min.) Chris and Fabri are two young
drivers who compete in the kids’ championship for the Drakers team in this coproduction with Ferrari.

Heidi Bienvenida al Show

families, opioid addiction, as told through
the lens of a successful Latino-American
family in Long Island, NY.
The Broken Ones Based on a true story of
one woman’s struggle to cope with the loss
of her father in the 9/11 attacks, this
romantic drama carefully delves into the
struggles of depression as two troubled
strangers meet and help each other overcome personal fears and tragedies.
The Stream In the summer of 1981, a
tragedy of epic proportions sends five Star
Wars-obsessed friends on an epic adventure. All they have to do is follow the stream
to their destination and back. What could
possibly go wrong?

POL-KA PRODUCCIONES
O (54-11) 4588-9200
m legurrola@pol-ka.com.ar,
msanguine@pol-ka.com.ar
w pol-ka.com
Suite: Tresor 2-1408
Contact: Manuel Martí, head, dvpmt. &
intl. business; Maximiliano Sanguine, intl.
content sales; Luciana Egurrola, intl. sales.
PROGRAM HIGHLIGHTS
Solamente Vos (Only You) (225x60
min.) Newly separated father of five Juan
falls in love with his neighbor Aurora—but
so does his best friend Felix, resulting in a
chaotic love triangle.
Sos Mi Hombre (You Are My Man)
(189x60 min.) Ringo, a veteran boxer and
volunteer firefighter in a tough economic
situation, falls in love with Camila, a young
and wealthy doctor who dedicates her life
to helping the needy.

Eddie Is A Yeti (CGI comedy adventure,
26x3 min.) Eddie is your average yeti living
in the glaciers of Alaska, far away from
mankind, just doing what yetis do.
YooHoo & Friends (CGI comedy adventure,
52x11 min.) One day in peaceful Yootopia,
garbage starts to fall from the sky. YooHoo and
friends will have to save the world.

MULTICOM
ENTERTAINMENT GROUP
O (1-310) 693-8818
m info@multicom.tv
w www.multicom.tv
Stand: 403
Contact: Irv Holender, chmn.; Darrin
Holender, pres.; Niloo Badie, VP, sales;
Jesse Baritz, dir., content acq.

PROGRAM HIGHLIGHTS
Over the Atlantic (Reality, 8x60 min.) A
top-notch sailor is leading a team of
celebrities with zero sailing experience to
become masters of the sea. Week after
week they learn how to sail, how to work as
a team and how to fight the harsh ocean.
King (Ent., 8x90 min.) Music comedy show
parodying reality TV formats where seven
caricature contestants are competing in the
finals of a fictional talent competition.
City Vs Country (Ent., 12x60 min) In this
show two hosts take the teams trough
three rounds of the game to see which side
dominates: city or country?

Over the Atlantic
Relatively Close (Emotainment, 8x60 min.)
Studio-based factual format where a famous
parent-child hosting team gets personal with
celebrities about their home life.
The Unplugged Roadtrip (Ent., 10x60
min.) Three friends—one musician, one
host, one comedian—take a roadtrip around
the country. Along the way, they drop by
their famous friends’ summer houses.

RCN TELEVISION
O (57-1) 426-9292
m lperez@rcntv.com.co
w www.rcnventasinternacionales.com

Solamente Vos
Silencios de Familia (Family Silence)
(20x60 min.) Focuses on Miguel and Elisa,
their children and Elisa’s assistant Fabiana,
who Miguel finds himself attracted to.
Guapas (Cunning Girls) (173x60 min.)
Five women lost all their savings after their
bank closed down. They become friends
and work to recover from that loss and get
their lives back on track, both financially
and emotionally.
Farsantes (Dissemblers) (123x60 min.)
A team of lawyers solve cases in the most
ingenious ways.

Suite: Tresor 2-2205/2-2207
Contact: Gabiel Reyes, pres.; Maria Lucia
Hernandez, intl. sales dir.; Maria del
Rosario Iregui, VP, strategic business;
Ricardo Cruz, acq. dir.; Lina Maria Waked
Esquivel, intl. sales exec.; Luisa Fernanda
Perez, intl. sales jr. exec.
PROGRAM HIGHLIGHTS
Garzon (Series, 80x60 min.) Jaime Garzon
always lived life to the limits. He ignored
authority and spent all the money he
earned. Despite his “ugliness,” there wasn’t
a woman he could not seduce.
Zumba (Series, 60x60 min.) The story of
Beto Perez, the creator of Zumba, one of
the most successful and revolutionary
companies in the world of fitness.

RABBIT FILMS
O (358-50) 465-3323
m jonathan.tuovinen@rabbitfilms.com
America Adrift

w www.rabbitformats.com

PROGRAM HIGHLIGHTS
America Adrift Addresses a major issue
in today’s society that effects millions of

Stand: MT 56
Contact: Jonathan Tuovinen, head, intl.

Zumba
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Heart’s Decree (Series, 60x60 min.) In
the second season we will see our lawyers
remain dedicated to their cases as they
build their new law firm.
The Comedians of the Night (Ent.,
12x60 min.) Gathers the most prominent
figures in stand-up comedy.
Colombia Laughs (Ent., 90x60 min.) Created and produced by Fernando Gaitan, this
show is a nationwide search for comedians.

RECORD TV
O (55-11) 3300-4022
m emendes@recordtv.com.br
w www.recordtvnetwork.com
Suite: Tresor 2-2015
Contact: Delmar Andrade, intl. sales dir.;
Edson Mendes, intl. sales mgr.
PROGRAM HIGHLIGHTS
Apocalypse (Soap opera, 180x45 min.) A
story of love, spirituality and redemption in
portraying one of the most controversial
topics in the Holy Bible: the end of times.
Belaventura (Soap opera, 150x45 min.)
Set in the 15th century in the fictitious kingdom of Belaventura, a story full of emotion
and transformations.
The Rich and Lazarus (Soap opera,
170x45 min.) A love triangle develops
between childhood friends Asher, Joanne
and Zach, who will also have to deal with
the invasion of Jerusalem by the king of
Babylon, Nebuchadnezzar.

Flames of Life (Soap opera, 253x45
min.) The work of the fire department is the
centerpiece of the plot, which features a
heroic firefighter.

RED ARROW STUDIOS
INTERNATIONAL
O (49-89) 9507-7303

Alcubilla Alonso, sales mgr.; Raúl Molina
Uruñuela, sales mgr.
PROGRAM HIGHLIGHTS
I’m Alive (Drama, 13x70 min.) Andrés
Vargas, a police inspector, dies while pursuing a serial killer. Five years later he
comes back to life in the body of another
policeman, Manuel Márquez.

w www.redarrowinternational.tv
Contact: Henrik Pabst, pres.; Bo
Stehmeier, SVP, global sales; Alex Fraser,
SVP, acq.; Fabiola Flores, sales, Central &
South America, Spiral Intl.; Zasha Robles,
mng. dir., Spiral Intl.
PROGRAM HIGHLIGHTS
Married at First Sight (Factual ent./reality format, 90x60 min. & specials) One of
the world’s most successful relationship
formats, produced in over 27 territories
worldwide, including Lifetime in the U.S.,
Channel 4 in the U.K., Nine in Australia, M6
in France and SAT.1 in Germany.
My Man Can (Game-show format) Comedy
game show sees four women gambling on the
abilities of their partners, putting their men’s
courage and skills to the test. The format is
also a hit in Latin America, with productions in
Argentina, Peru and Brazil.
Mata Hari (Drama, 12x60 min.) Charts the
extraordinary life of exotic dancer, courtesan and infamous spy Mata Hari, starring
Christopher Lambert, John Corbett and
Vahina Giocante.

I’m Alive
Traición (Betrayal) (Drama, 9x70 min.)
Follows the complicated relationships in a
family that owns a law firm, led by parents
who govern the company with an iron fist.
To Serve and Protect (Daily drama,
65x50 min.) Portrays everyday life at a
police station in a southern suburb of
Madrid. The plots revolve around two
policewomen, their colleagues and the different cases they are required to solve.

SABBATICAL
ENTERTAINMENT
w www.sabbaticalentertainment.com

Apocalypse
The Promised Land (Soap opera,
179x50 min.) After Moses’ death, Joshua,
the new leader of the Hebrews, must fulfill
a difficult mission ordered by God: to command the 12 tribes of Israel in their conquest of Canaan, the Promised Land.
The Slave Mother (Soap opera, 151x60
min. 4K) The tale of the light-skinned slave
girl who was obsessively pursued by Mr.
Leôncio won over the world; none of this
story would have happened without the
characters of this series.
Moses and the Ten Commandments
(Soap opera, 242x60 min.) The story of
Moses, from his birth to the arrival of his
people in the Promised Land, through the
Red Sea crossing and the encounter with
God on Mount Sinai.
The Miracles of Jesus (Series, 35x50
min.) Based on Bible stories. Each chapter
seeks to transmit teachings of love, hope,
courage and perseverance of people who
had faith.
Victory! (Soap opera, 208x45 min.) In the
quiet city of Petropolis, young Arthur falls
from his horse and becomes a paraplegic.
Not knowing how to deal with this new
reality, his father distances himself.
Joseph from Egypt (Series, 38x45 min.)
Only Joseph can save the brothers who
made him suffer so much in the past.

Married at First Sight
Empire Builders (Factual/history, 10x60
min.) Documentary for PBS explores ten
of history’s great empires, from the
Romans to the Raj and the Ottomans to the
Egyptians, by visiting significant sites that
defined their achievements and legacy.
Match (Comedy, 20x14 min.) New scripted
comedy series based on the Prix Jeunesse
award-winning series The Games.
The Beatles, Hippies & Hell’s Angels:
Inside the World of Apple (Factual/people &
society, 1x60 min.) Documentary feature tells
the story of legendary pop superstars The Beatles and their company, Apple Corps.
Motive To Murder (Factual/crime, 78x30
min.) Docuseries that takes a forensic look
into some of the real-life murder cases that
have made headlines around the world.

Contact: Miguel Somoza, CEO; Valeria
Palazio, mng. dir.; Carla Duarte, creative dir.
PROGRAM HIGHLIGHTS
World Cup Vignettes (200x2 min.)
Complementary programming around the
2018 World Cup, the biggest tournament
in the world.
Human Nature (Kids, 26x24 min.) The
first talk show with animals, based on the
Cloud9World curriculum used in over
30,000 schools worldwide, strengthens
children’s values through experiences.
The World is Yours (Family, 52x24 min.)
Takes adults and kids to the four corners of the
globe to meet people and experience their traditions, their food and what they do.
Kids’ Planet (Kids, 52x25 min.) An educational show that reinforces the manners
and values that are taught to kids by parents, grandparents and teachers.
Inspiring Beauty (Ent., 50x3 min.) Capsules
on extraordinary women who inspire and motivate, making history with their own stories.
Oh, Dior! (Ent., 1x44 min.) Our series of
documentaries about great imaginers, creators, artists and thinkers who changed the
world begins with a tribute to the French
designer Christian Dior.

RTVE
O (34-91) 581-7827
w www.rtve.es/commercial
Stand: 225
Contact: María Jesús Pérez, intl. sales dir.;
Tony Pérez Bonilla, sales mgr.; Rosalía

GET DAILY NEWS ON
KIDS’ PROGRAMMING

Human Nature

(L)OVER (Ent., 13x22 min.) Legendary
lovers who have graced the celebrity landscape. The most iconic couples of all time
light the way to love—and heartbreak.
Love2Hate (Ent., 13x22 min.) Profiles of the
most admired and despised celebrities,
whose polarizing personalities transcend their
fame in cinema, music, sports and pop culture.
How Cool! (Kids, 26x24 min.) Explores
the strange but true from the worlds of science, technology, geography, history,
astronomy, sports, wildlife and more.
CRUDE (Ent., 26x22 min.) Brings to the
screen the most extreme images of a world
of danger, action and fear. Take a front row
seat to the world’s most dangerous professions: nightcrawlers.

SESAME WORKSHOP
O (1-212) 595-6486
m lewis.kofsky@sesame.org
w www.sesamo.com
Contact: Lewis Kofsky, VP, LatAm.
PROGRAM HIGHLIGHTS
Elmo’s World (Kids 2-5, 44x5 min.) This
fun and fresh version has Elmo and his
friend Smartie using their imaginations to
dive into the topic of the day.
Cookie Monster’s Foodie Truck (Kids 25, 13x5 min.) Cookie and his pal Gonger
hit the road in their food truck. They’ll learn
where food comes from and collect ingredients right from the source.
The Magical Wand Chase Special (Kids
2-5, 1x45 min.) Elmo, Abby, and their friends
take off from Sesame Street in hot-air balloons to retrieve Abby’s magic wand, which
was snatched away by a colorful bird.
Sésamo 1 & 2 (Kids 2-5, 52x26 min.) Get
ready to learn, dance and play with your
favorite furry friends.
Sésamo 3 (Kids 2-5, 13x26 min.) The
most action packed and high value Latin
Sesame Show to date.

Elmo’s World
Pequeñas Aventureras (Kids 3-6, 18x6
min.) This series, with themes that foster gender equity and science skills, features Abby
Cadabby, Lola and Susana the Worm.
Once Upon A Sesame Street Christmas (Kids 2-5, 1x52 min.) This musical
holiday special celebrates the winter holidays and answers the question: why do we
leave cookies for Santa?
The Furchester Hotel (Kids 3-6, 103x11
min. & 1x22 min.) Promotes creative problemsolving skills and persistence and depicts a
close-knit family of Muppet monsters who
own and operate a hotel.
Sesame Street (Kids 2-5, 35x30 min. per
year) It’s another sunny day on Sesame
Street, with its famously furry cast, celebrity
guests and trademark mix of live-action,
animation and wondrous fun.
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SKY VISION
O (44-207) 032-3000
m skyvisionmarketingmailbox@sky.uk
w skyvision.sky.com
Suite: Sorrento 3-0723
Contact: Jane Millichip, mng. dir.; Leona
Connell, dir., sales; Gillian Rose, SVP, sales
& acq.
PROGRAM HIGHLIGHTS
I Don’t Like Mondays (Ent. format, 60
min. eps.) The new prime-time studio format that sees people quit their job and live
out their dreams for a year.
Conquistadores (Doc., 8x60 min.) A cinematic, historically accurate factual drama
series telling the epic story of the conquest
of America, from Christopher Columbus to
Ferdinand Magellan.
Save Me (Drama, 6x60 min.) From the makers of Line of Duty, this drama is written by
and stars Lennie James as a man accused of
abducting his estranged daughter.
Riviera (Drama, S1: 10x60 min.) Starring Julia Stiles, this thriller follows the
moral descent of smart and resourceful
art curator.
Sing: Ultimate A Cappella (Ent. format,
60 min. eps.) No backing tracks, no
instruments, no second chances—30
brilliant and diverse groups compete
based on raw vocal talent.
Lose Weight For Good (Factual
ent./lifestyle, 6x28 min.) Follows a group of
dieters attempting to lose weight by eating
chef Tom Kerridge’s low-calorie recipes.

PROGRAM HIGHLIGHTS
If You Saw His Heart (Drama, 1x86 min.)
Daniel is excluded from his community after the
death of his best friend. He finds refuge in a hotel
for castaways and broken souls and drifts into
crime. An unexpected ray of light enlivens his
existence when he meets Francine.
Mission Kathmandu (Animated adventure/comedy, 1x84 min.) Quebec City,
1955. Nelly Maloye, an ebullient novice
detective, and Simon Picard, an ambitious
research assistant in anthropology, set off
on a wild adventure, determined to prove
the existence of the Abominable Snowman.
El Desconocido (Action/drama, 5x60
min.) Based on true events, tells the story of
El Cholo Iván, Chapo Guzmán’s right hand,
leader of the Sinaloa Cartel.
The Wedding Guest (Comedy/drama,
1x105 min.) Still reeling from his breakup
with college sweetheart Allison, Adam’s
world is thrown into further chaos when he’s
surprisingly invited to attend her wedding.
Fantastic Journey to Oz (Animated
adventure/fantasy, 1x82 min.) With an
army of wooden soldiers, the cunning and
wicked Urfin captures Emerald City.
Dorothy arrives in Magic Land to help her
friends—the Scarecrow, the Tin Man, and
now brave Lion—defeat him.

w www.somosdistribution.net

SNAP MEDIA
O (54-11) 4773-8826
m mkuzniecka@snaptv.tv
w www.snaptv.tv
Suite: Tresor 2-1811
Contact: Ariel Tobi, pres.; Melissa
Hobaica, sales dir.

The Family
La Historia de Los Mundiales (Series,
50x60 min.) Celebrates the history of the
World Cup with the best games and key
plays of this popular sport.
Lector de Huesos (Series, 5x60 min.) A
forensic anthropologist will teach Dani Álvarez
the techniques of analyzing human remains.
La Casa de Mi Padre (Series, 15x60
min.) Hard times in Spain during Franco’s
dictatorship. Two families face each other
and a romance will emerge between them
that will break all the rules.
La Familia Reyna (Movie, 1x85 min.)
Isaac is a farming entrepreneur and the
head of two families. He’s proud of his success, almost as if he owned the entire Constance Valley. Everything changes when his
brother Ismael arrives at the house.

Suite: Versailles 1181
Contact: Mike Hopkins, chmn.; John Weiser,
pres., U.S. dist.; Andy Kaplan, pres., worldwide networks; Wayne Garvie, pres., intl.
prod.; Alexander Marin, EVP, intl. dist.,
LatAm, Caribbean & Canada; Thanda Belker,
EVP, pay TV, U.S. dist.; Flory Bramnick,
EVP, U.S. cable sales; Philip Martzolf, EVP,
U.S. synd. sales; Phil King, SVP, dist.,
Canada; Angelica Guerra, SVP, intl. prod.
& mng. dir., LatAm & U.S. Hispanic.
PROGRAM HIGHLIGHTS
Atrapada (Drama, 60x60 min.) Mariana, a
beautiful, cunning and magnetic young
woman capable of conquering the heart of
any man who desires her, becomes an
expert white-collar thief.
Tres Milagros (Drama, 50x60 min.)
Three young women’s destinies become
intertwined thanks to a shared prophecy
and the love of one man.
La Bandida (Drama, 62x60 min.) Marina
Ahedo, a humble girl, will become the great
Graciela Olmos, “La Bandida” (“The Bandit”), one of the most influential women in
Mexican art and politics.

w sonarent.com

SOMOS DISTRIBUTION
O (1-786) 220-0440
m fvillanueva@somosdistribution.net

Sick Note (Comedy, S2: 6x30 min.)
What’s the biggest lie you’ve ever told?
From the award-winning producer of
Miranda and Absolutely Fabulous, this
comedy series returns with Rupert Grint,
Nick Frost and Lindsay Lohan.
Grandpa’s Great Escape (Comedy, 1x90
min.) An all-star cast including Tom
Courtenay and Jennifer Saunders bring David
Walliams’ best-selling children’s book
Grandpa’s Great Escape to life on BBC One.
Britannia (Drama, 10x60 min.) Journey deep
into the dark and unruly world of Britannia in
this Sky original production written by multiaward-winning Jez Butterworth.

w www.sonypictures.com

SONAR ENTERTAINMENT
O (1-424) 230-7140

If You Saw His Heart

Conquistadores

SONY PICTURES
TELEVISION
O (1-310) 244-4000

Suite: Tresor 2-1715/2-1717
Contact: Luis Villanueva, pres. & CEO;
Francisco Villanueva, VP & COO; Mariana
Villanueva, sales mgr.; Arline Martí, admin.
mgr.; Enara Asolo, sales & traffic coord.
PROGRAM HIGHLIGHTS
The Family (Telenovela, 60x45 min.)
Focuses on a ballerina’s family. The mysterious disappearance of a diamond necklace puts everybody under suspicion.
Camelia La Texana (Telenovela, 60x45
min.) Set in the 1970s. Camelia escapes
with her mother from one of the most
important capos in Mexico. On the run she
finds love and at the same time the greatest
betrayal of her life.
War of the Roses (Drama, 168x45 min.) The
story of Gülru, born in a suburban neighborhood and raised in the room of a mansion
where her father worked as a gardener.
Destiny (Drama, 202x45 min.) When
Asya was born, she was left in an orphanage after both her mother and father
passed away.
Recipe for Life (Telenovela, 65x45 min.)
A story inspired by a woman, her dreams,
her loves and the freedom to be herself.
Súbete a Mi Moto—La Historia de Menudo
(Biographical series, 15x60 min.) The history
of the formation of the band Menudo and its
unprecedented global success.

GET DAILY NEWS ON
FACTUAL PROGRAMMING

Suite: Versailles 1062
Contact: Tom Lesinski, CEO; David Ellender,
pres., global dist. & coprod.; Andres
Santos, VP, intl. dist., LatAm.
PROGRAM HIGHLIGHTS
Das Boot (WWII drama, 8x60 min.) Follows the acclaimed novel and movie,
expanding the storylines of the heroic men
and women confronted with the realities
of war on land and sea.
The Son (Drama, S2: 10x60 min.) A
multigenerational drama charting the rise
and fall of a Texas oil empire, based on
the novel by Philipp Meyer, starring
Pierce Brosnan.
Taboo (Drama, 8x60 min.) James Delaney
(Tom Hardy) returns home after ten years in
Africa to inherit what is left of his father’s
shipping empire and rebuild a life.
The Shannara Chronicles (Fantasy, S2:
10x60 min.) Centuries into Earth’s postapocalyptic future, a group of reluctant
heroes embark on a quest in this adaptation of Terry Brooks’ best-selling novels.

La Bandida
Paraiso Travel (Action drama, 67x60
min.) Tells the story of Reina Acuña and
Marlon Cruz, two young people who, for
love, find themselves traveling to the United
States as illegal immigrants, crossing
through Mexico.
Paquita La Del Barrio (Drama, 74x60
min.) A series inspired by the life and career
of legendary Mexican singer Francisca
“Paquita” Viveros.

STAR INDIA
m manish.vaidya@startv.com

The Son

Stand: 503
Contact: Leena Salins, AVP, synd.; Deep
Hegiste, asst. mgr., synd.; Manish Vaidya,
snr. mgr.
PROGRAM HIGHLIGHTS
Iss Pyaar Ko Kya Naam Doon (Strange
Love 3) (Drama, 260x30 min.) Season
three of the blockbuster series, starring the
international superstar Barun Sobti.
Saraswatichandra (Saras & Kumud)
(Drama, 444x30-60 min.) A poignant love
story of soul mates Saras and Kumud, who
are denied the joy of becoming one by destiny and traditions.
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Ishqbaaaz (The Love Gamblers) (Drama,
365x30 min.) The story of three cousin
brothers who share an unbreakable bond
despite their dysfunctional family.
Chandra Nandini (Drama, 260x30
min.) The tale of the unexplored love story
of the brave warrior Chandragupta Maurya
and Nandini.
Yeh Hai Mohabbatein (This is Love)
(Drama, 458x30-60 min.) The story of two
individuals, Raman and Ishita, connected
by their common love for little Ruhi and
how they discover each other through their
sweet and sour relationship.
Love Ka Hai Intezar (The Wait for Love)
(Drama, 260x30 min.) Actress Kamini
Mathur is an ordinary girl at heart, looking
for true love and then she meets Madhav
Singh, a prince. Surrounded by powerful
enemies, will these star-crossed lovers find
a way to be together?
Ek Hasina Thi (There Was a Beautiful
Woman) (Drama, 216x30 min.) The story
of Durga, who changes her identity and
comes back to rewrite her own destiny,
correct the wrongs and serve justice that
was denied.

Love Ka Hai Intezar
Rishton Ka Chakravyuh (Family
Secrets) (Drama, 260x30 min.) A 17year-old girl, abandoned at birth and
adopted by a poor family in the same city,
returns as the sole yet reluctant heir to her
royal family and a saga begins.
Aarambh (The Beginning) (Costume
drama, 24x60 min.) In the clash of two civilizations, the Aryans and the Dravidians, a
love story blossoms between the ideal
Aryan, Varundev, and the Dravidian queen,
Devasena, who are pitted against each other
in a battle to death.
New Shows on Star (Drama) Tu Suraj
Mein Saanj (Season 2), Dhaai Kilo Prem
and Ek Astha Aisi bhi.

TELEFILMS
O (54-11) 5252-2100
m telefilms@telefilms.com.ar
w www.telefilms.com.ar
Suite: Tresor 2-2301/2-2303
Contact: Tomás Darcyl, pres.; Ricardo
Costianovsky, CEO; Humberto Delmas,
sales mgr.; Alejandro Carballo, sales mgr.;
Juan Parodi, dir., The Magic Eye; Mariana
González Pistiner, mktg.
PROGRAM HIGHLIGHTS
All the Money in the World (Feature film)
The story of the kidnapping of 16-year-old

John Paul Getty III and the desperate
attempt by his devoted mother to convince
his billionaire grandfather Jean Paul Getty
to pay the ransom.
Den of Thieves (Feature film) A gritty crime
saga that follows the lives of an elite unit of the
LA County Sheriff’s Dept. and the state’s most
successful bank robbery crew as the outlaws
plan a seemingly impossible heist on the Federal Reserve Bank.

All the Money in the World
The Florida Project (Feature film) Set
over one summer, the film follows precocious 6-year-old Moonee as she courts
mischief and adventure with her ragtag
playmates and bonds with her rebellious
but caring mother, all while living in the
shadows of Disney World.
The Foreigner (Feature film) A humble businessman with a buried past seeks justice
when his daughter is killed in an act of terrorism. A cat-and-mouse conflict ensues with a
government official, whose past may hold
clues to the killers’ identities.
12 Strong (Feature film) Tells the story of the
first Special Forces team deployed to
Afghanistan after 9/11; under the leadership
of a new captain, the team must work with an
Afghan warlord to take down the Taliban.

TELEVIX ENTERTAINMENT
O (1-310) 788-5500
m sales@televix.com
w www.televix.com
Suite: Tresor 2-1708
Contact: Hugo Rose, CEO; Tony Piantedosi,
snr. dir., dvpmt. & acq.; Daniel Castaneda,
VP, dvpmt.
PROGRAM HIGHLIGHTS
Captain Tsubasa (Animation/sports,
52x30 min.) This remake of the series of
the same name that enjoyed international
success centers on a young soccer prodigy
as he trains and competes.
Bleach (Animation/action, 229x30 min.) Ichigo Kurosaki defends humans from evil spirits
and guides departed souls to the afterlife.
Death Note (Animation/crime drama,
37x30 min.) A high school student discovers a supernatural notebook that grants its
user the ability to kill anyone whose name
and face he knows.

Captain Tsubasa
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Naruto (Animation/action, 220x30 min.)
An adolescent ninja searches constantly
for recognition and dreams of becoming
the strongest of all.
Naruto Shippuden (Animation/action,
112x30 min.) This sequel follows Naruto
and his allies in their fight against a criminal
organization trying to obtain nine creatures
known as the Tailed Beasts.
One Punch Man (Animation/action,
12x30 min.) The story of a superhero who
has grown bored because he is so powerful that all of his battles end in a single
punch.
Active Raid (Animation/action, 24x30
min.) Police in the future use powered
armor mobile suits to fight crime.
Chain Chronicle (Animation/action, 12x30
min.) A group of heroes battles the evil Black
Army for control of their continent.
Shonen Ashibe Go! Go! Goma-chan
(Animation/family, 64x10 min.) Follows
the daily life of first-grader Ashibe Ashiya
and his spotted seal pet Goma-chan.
Shutterbugs (Animation/preschool,
26x30 min.) A firefly and his friends teach
preschool viewers to better relate to their
world.

TOEI ANIMATION
O (1-310) 996-2240
m inquiry@toei-animation-usa.com
w www.toei-animation-usa.com
Stand: 215
Contact: Daniel Castaneda, dir., LatAm
lic.; Lisa Yamatoya, snr. mgr., film & merch.,
U.S. & Canada; Hugo Mayorga, digital
sales, U.S., Canada & LatAm.
PROGRAM HIGHLIGHTS
DragonBall Super (67x30 min., more
eps. in prod.) With Earth at peace, our
heroes have settled into normal lives. But
Beerus awakens to a prophecy revealing
his demise at the hands of an even more
formidable being.

One Piece (710+x30 min.) When the
Pirate King was captured and about to be
executed, he revealed that his treasure
called One Piece was hidden somewhere
at the Grand Line.
Digimon Adventure Tri (26x30 min.) It’s
been six years since that summer adventure
when Taichi Yagami and the rest of the
DigiDestined crossed over to the Digital World.

TV AZTECA
INTERNATIONAL
O (5255) 1720-1313
m jrico@tvazteca.com.mx
w www.tvaztecainternacional.com
Suite: Tresor 2-2001
Contact: Ramón Salomón, operations content dir.; Andres R Paya, mktg. mgr.; Jorge
Berthely, intl. sales mgr.; Yonatan Ornelas,
sales rep., LatAm; Melissa Pillow, sales rep.,
Europe, Turkey, Israel, U.S., NZ, Australia;
Berta Orozco, sales rep., Spain, Asia, Africa,
MENA, French-speaking territories.
PROGRAM HIGHLIGHTS
Bad Maids (Melodrama, 90x60 min.)
What happens when you discover that the
most important thing in your life, your birth,
has been a lie?
Two Lakes (Drama, 13x60 min.) Three
families living in one house in three different
eras—1944, 1975 and 2015—all find themselves dealing with the spirit of a girl who
died there mysteriously.
El César (Biographical drama, 26x60
min.) The champion who wanted to knock
out the world but fell prey to addiction and
the trappings of power. To rise again, he
had to descend into hell itself.
Missing Bride (Mystery super series,
80x60 min.) The disappearance of a wife
and mother opens a Pandora’s box in a
family with many secrets.
3 Families (Comedy, 100x60 min.) A
telenovela with sitcom undertones dealing
with the unexpected events in the daily
lives of three families from different social
groups trying to move up in the world.
Nothing Personal (Melodrama, 80x60
min.) Mariana Aragón is set up by a corrupt organized crime task force after witnessing the murder of her friends; she must
battle to get out of prison and bring down
the people who destroyed her life.
Iron Lady (Drama/action, 80x60 min.)
When her father is murdered by the country’s most-wanted drug baron, the “Iron
Prosecutor” will use every means at her
disposal to see that justice is served.

Sailor Moon Crystal
Sailor Moon Crystal (39x30 min.) Usagi
Tsukino meets Luna, a black cat with a
crescent moon mark on her forehead, and
transforms into the guardian of justice,
Sailor Moon, who has a mission to protect
a princess and find her fellow guardians
and the legendary Silver Crystal.
Saint Seiya Soul of Gold (13x30 min.)
After giving their lives in order to destroy the
Wall of Grief and thus help Seiya and his
friends reach the Elysian Fields to protect
Athena, all 12 Gold Saints mysteriously
reappear in Asgard.
Mazinger Z (92x30 min.) Koji Kabuto
operates Mazinger Z, a superior mechanical robot forged from a new element (Japanium) mined from a reservoir found only in
the sediment of Mt. Fuji, in Japan.

Two Lakes
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Living to Race (Drama/action, 40x60
min.) The story of the legendary racecar
drivers Ricardo and Pedro Rodríguez is
entwined with the present-day story of
Rodrigo Hernández.

TWENTIETH CENTURY
FOX TELEVISION
DISTRIBUTION
O (1-310) 369-1000
m foxtvd@fox.com
w www.foxfast.com
Suite: Sorrento 3-1912
Contact: Gina Brogi, pres., global dist.;
Evan Scheffel, EVP, Americas; Michael
McLaughlin, SVP, Canada; Elie Wahba,
SVP, LatAm, Caribbean; Joey Sabella, VP,
sales, Americas; Jose Luis Gascue, VP,
LatAm; Brook Peters, VP, pgm. sales,
Canada; Ricardo Rubini, VP, LatAm; Jean
Vezina, VP, pgm. sales, Canada; Dorothy
Crompton, VP, format lic., TVD.
PROGRAM HIGHLIGHTS
The Gifted (Drama, 13x60 min.) A suburban family goes on the run, seeking help
from an underground network of mutants
after suddenly discovering that their
teenage children possess mutant powers.
The Resident (Drama, 13x60 min.) A
provocative new medical drama that rips
back the curtain to reveal the truth of what
happens behind the scenes at hospitals.
9-1-1 (Drama, 10x60 min.) A new fastpaced procedural drama about the lives
and careers of emergency responders who
put their lives on the line to save others.
The Assassination of Gianni Versace:
American Crime Story (Drama, 9x60
min.) The second installment of FX’s
award-winning limited series franchise
explores the murder of high-profile fashion
designer Gianni Versace.
Trust (Drama, 10x60 min.) Tells the story
of John Paul Getty III, heir to the Getty oil
fortune, who is kidnapped by the mafia for
a multimillion-dollar ransom.
The X-Files (Drama, 10x60 min.) A new
event series from Chris Carter with stars
David Duchovny and Gillian Anderson
reprising their roles as iconic FBI Agents
Fox Mulder and Dana Scully.
The Orville (Sci-fi comedic drama, 12x60
min.) A live-action space adventure series set
400 years in the future that follows the U.S.S.
Orville, a mid-level exploratory spaceship.
Ghosted (Comedy, 16x30 min.) A comedy
about two polar opposites—a cynical skeptic and a genius “true believer” in the paranormal—who are recruited to investigate
unexplained phenomena.
LA to Vegas (Comedy, 12x30 min.) A
workplace comedy about an airline crew
and eccentric passengers who, every
weekend, take a no-frills round-trip flight
from Los Angeles to Las Vegas.

9-1-1

TWOFOUR RIGHTS
O (44-207) 438-1800
m eniela.bella@twofour.co.uk

UNIVISION
COMMUNICATIONS
w www.univision.net

w www.twofour-rights.co.uk
Stand: 204
Contact: Eniela Bella, VP, sales, EMEA &
LatAm.
PROGRAM HIGHLIGHTS
What Would Your Kid Do? (Ent. & format, 6x60 min.) Merging factual takeout
with an entertaining game-show mechanic,
parents compete and guess how their children will behave in a variety of situations for
the chance to win some incredible prizes.
Change Your Tune (Ent. & format, 6x60
min.) In their latest “time travel” format, the
creators of This Time Next Year present a
brand-new musical game show where
unlikely singers “change their tune” to win
an amazing cash prize.
A Night with My Ex (Ent. & format, U.K.:
6x60 min. per season, U.S.: 10x30 min.) Dating format reunites ex-couples for one night
in a rigged apartment to see if they want to
rekindle their love or say goodbye for good.
This Time Next Year (Ent. & format,
6x60 min. per season) Now in its second series in Australia, and two further
series commissioned in the U.K., the format is leading the way in the “television
time travel” genre trend.
Give It A Year (Factual & format, 6x60
min./12x30 min.) This format tells the stories
of the first 12 months of business, fastforwarding the first year of trading to deliver
multiple instant reveals of success or failure.
Extreme Cake Makers (Factual ent., S1:
16x30 min., S2: 30x30 min.) Returns to
follow the crazy, creative and elite group
who go all out to produce the world’s most
delicious and breathtaking creations.

A Night with My Ex
Impossible Railways (Factual, 6x60
min.) This new science and history series
conquers dizzying altitudes, wilderness,
seas and cities to showcase some of the
world’s most extraordinary engineering
achievements.
Impossible Engineering (Factual, S1:
6x60 min., S2: 8x60 min., S3: 12x60 min.)
The stories behind the inventions and scientific advances are revealed, celebrating
the trailblazers of modern engineering and
pioneering structures of the world today.
Sinkholes (Factual, 3x60 min.) The
incredible stories of people who have survived these deadly natural disasters, plus
expert analysis and cutting-edge 3D technology that can predict where the next sinkholes are likely to open.
Born To Kill? Class of Evil (Factual, 6x60
min.) Six new cases are opened, drawing comparisons between them and some of the most
notorious serial killers in history.

GET DAILY NEWS
ON TELEVISION DRAMA

Suite: Splash 10
PROGRAM HIGHLIGHTS
Pequeños Gigantes 2018 (Little
Giants 2018) (Reality show/talent competition) Children’s talent competition
where aspiring young entertainers will have
the opportunity to display their talents for
an audience of millions to become the next
“Little Giants.”
Premio lo Nuestro (Music awards, 1x180
min.) Thirtieth edition of the award show
honoring the best in Latin music.
Papá a Toda Madre (The Mother of All
Dads) (Comedic drama, 40-45 eps.) Four
men are forced to grow up when confronted with radical change in their lives as they
assume new roles as parents.
La Bella y Las Bestias (Drama, 80 eps.) Follows the life of Isabela Leon, a beautiful young
woman with a traumatic past who seeks
revenge on those who murdered her parents.

VP; Laura Perez, content dist. affiliate
sales, Mexico, Central America &
Caribbean; Manuel Reveiz, content dist.
affiliate sales, Andean & pan-regional
LatAm; Maria Ibarra, pgm. sales, LatAm &
Canada; Renato Martinez, pgm. sales,
Brazil; Natalia Delmas, pgm. sales,
LatAm; Laura Burrell, format pgm. sales;
Emma Stow, format pgm. sales; Meera
Sharma, airline sales.
PROGRAM HIGHLIGHTS
Nella the Princess Knight (Preschool,
40x30 min.) An animated preschool
adventure series filled with comedy, action,
friendship and heart that centers on Nella,
who is both a kind and gracious princess
as well as a brave and courageous knight.
Vikki RPM (Kids live action, 60x60 min.)
Follows Max and Victoria, who compete on
the racetrack and fall in love despite their
family’s rivalry.
Se Busca Comediante (Comedy, 12x60
min.) Four of Latin America’s most hilarious
comedians—El Diablito, Alexis de Anda,
Berth Oh and Manu NNa—go on a road trip
across Mexico to find out what makes
Mexicans laugh.

Rey David
Descontrol (Dark comedy anthology, 10
eps.) In each standalone episode, the main
character has a unique and distinct way of
losing control of his or her temper, detonating absurd, satiric situations.
La Piloto (The Pilot) (Drama, S2) An original story inspired by the real-life events of
a young woman who dreams of becoming
a pilot. Destiny grants her wish but she
winds up flying small planes used to transport illegal drugs.
El Chapo (Drama, S3) Continues to
explore Joaquin Guzmán’s rise to power
and his ultimate downfall.
La Niña (Drama, 86 eps.) A powerful story
inspired on real-life events about a young
former guerilla fighter with an exceptional
talent for medicine who faces many challenges as she reintegrates into society.
Rey David (Series, 30 eps.) The story of a
young man who rises from humble shepherd to King of the Jews and transforms the
12 tribes of Israel into a strong, united and
respected nation.
Al Final Todo Queda en Familia (Keep It in
the Family) (Family game show) Three generations of families compete in a series of challenges featuring performances, celebrities and
fun-filled games for a once-in-a-lifetime
opportunity to create heartwarming memories and win great prizes.

VIACOM INTERNATIONAL
MEDIA NETWORKS
w b2b.viacom.com
Suite: Versailles 762
Contact: Rita Herring, SVP; Amanda
Cordner, snr. dir.; Guillermo Borensztein,

Nella the Princess Knight
Borges Importadora (Comedy, 10x30
min.) Scripted format from Brazilian comedy group Porta dos Fundos about four
employees of a failed import firm who
restructure the business into an internet
video production company as well as other
weird enterprises.
Floribama Shore (Ent., 8x60 min.) The story
of eight young adults who come to spend the
summer in the hottest beach town on the
Gulf Coast, Panama City Beach.
Sandro of América (Biopic, 13x60 min.)
Portrays the life of Roberto Sánchez, the
renowned Argentine singer-songwriter
known as Sandro, revealing facts never
told about the artist’s life.

WARNER BROS.
INTERNATIONAL
TELEVISION
DISTRIBUTION
O (1-786) 999-7256
Suite: Versailles 16/Fl.
Contact: Jeffrey Schlesinger, pres., worldwide TV dist.; Lisa Gregorian, pres. & CMO,
Warner Bros. Television Group; Robert
Blair, EVP, intl. TV dist.; John Garcia, SVP
& GM, LatAm; Ilan Astrug, VP, acq.; Tomas
Davison, VP, sales, LatAm; Mike Shackleton,
VP, mktg. CAPLA; Leonora Teale, dir., format sales, Asia, LatAm, Spain, Portugal,
Israel; Luis Garcia de Figueroa, mgr., sales,
LatAm; Meredith Mortimer, mgr., mktg. &
publicity.
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and her beloved husband Gregore, a
reformed ogre, have no choice but to emigrate and settle in the real world with their
children Tom and Cindy.

simple murder that escalates to involve
mysterious disappearances and further
unlawful killings.
School of Roars (Kids animation, 52x7
min.) Helps children prepare for school life
by exploring a child’s first year through the
relationships and experiences of our mini
monsters.

Young Sheldon
PROGRAM HIGHLIGHTS
Young Sheldon (Comedy) For 10 years on
The Big Bang Theory, audiences have come to
know the iconic, eccentric and extraordinary
Sheldon Cooper. This comedy gives us the
chance to meet him in childhood.
Deception (Drama) Superstar magician
Cameron Black grew up on the stage with his
twin brother Jonathan. When his career is
ruined by scandal, and his brother framed for
murder, Cameron has only one place to turn to
clear his brother’s name and practice his art
of deception, illusion and influence—the FBI.
Splitting Up Together (Comedy) Stars Jenna
Fischer and Oliver Hudson as a newly divorced
couple as they co-parent their children by trading residences each week, alternating between
one living in the main house and the other in the
garage apartment as they also adjust to being
single for the first time in years.

XILAM ANIMATION
O (33-1) 4018-7200
m lformoso@xilam.com
w www.xilam.com
Stand: 425
Contact: Leyla Formoso, VP, media dist.,
LatAm & Iberia.
PROGRAM HIGHLIGHTS
Mr. Magoo (Kids 6-11 2D slapstick comedy,
78x7 min.) In the neighborhood, everybody
loves Mister Magoo, the dynamic, kindhearted and cheerful guy always happy to
give a helping hand. But beware—he also
causes disasters!
A New Kind of Magic (Kids 6-11 2D comedy, 52x13 min.) In Fairyland, fairies and
ogres don’t get married. So Willow the fairy

Mr. Magoo
If I Were An Animal (Kids 4-7 wildlife
doc., 52x5 min.) A wildlife documentary
written as fiction and told by kids for kids.
Oggy and the Cockroaches (Kids 6-11 2D
slapstick comedy, 350x7 min.) In season five,
we discover the clash between Oggy and the
cockroaches has been around forever, and in
seasons six and seven we’ll find a mix of
brand-new episodes and full remakes of classic stories from seasons one and two.

ZDF ENTERPRISES
O (49) 6131-9911601
m programinfo@zdf-enterprises.de
w www.zdf-enterprises.de
Stand: MT 59
Contact: Susanne Frank, dir., ZDFE.drama.
PROGRAM HIGHLIGHTS
Ku’damm 59—Rebel with a Cause (Drama,
3x90 min.) Berlin 1959: Monika and Freddy
are pursuing careers as musicians and
dancers, while their mother Caterina never
leaves their side as their manager, forever
mindful of social conventions.
Before We Die (Crime/suspense drama,
10x60 min.) Hanna is a fading star in the
organized crime unit of the Stockholm
Police. On the home front, her son has severed all ties with her, as she’s the one who
caused his arrest and subsequent twoyear imprisonment for drug possession.
Maltese (Crime/suspense drama, 8x50
min.) Commissario Maltese investigates a

Ku ’damm 59—Rebel with a Cause
Wolfblood (Kids live action, 62x26 min.)
Part-human, part-wolf, with extraordinary
speed and senses, Wolfbloods secretly
live amongst us able to transform at will.
Lassie (Kids animation, 26x22 min.) The
beloved collie comes to life in an animated
TV series that is adventurous, humorous
and a whole lot of fun.
Size Matters (Science/knowledge, 2x50
min. 4K) Explores a fascinating web of scientific concepts to uncover not just why
things are as they are, but why they could
never be any different.
Hitler’s Circle of Evil (History/bio., 10x50
min.) To gain his approval, Hitler’s henchmen strive to out-do each other in brutality,
hatred of the Jews and an unequivocal
commitment to the Nazi cause.
The Manipulation Game—How Social
Media Influence Our Views (Docutainment, 60 min. eps.) Over the course of
four social experiments, expert and host
Sascha Lobo reveals the major mechanisms of opinion shaping in social media.
10 Vintners (Docutainment, 5x45 min.) Actor
Joachim Król and Vincent Moissonnier, the
winner of two Michelin awards for his restaurant and wine shop, show that what the EU
understands under the name “Bio Wine” has
nothing to do with the product made by nature
and enjoyed by millions.
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ZEE ENTERTAINMENT
ENTERPRISES
O (91-22) 7106-1234
m response@atl.esselgroup.com
w www.globalcontenthub.net
Stand: 316
Contact: Sunita Uchil, chief business officer,
global synd., intl. ad sales & prod.; Sarah
Coursey, head, Americas, synd.; Vishan
Yaduvanshi, DVP, business dvpmt., synd.
PROGRAM HIGHLIGHTS
Jodha Akbar (Historical drama, 565x30
min.) A saga of love that began when Emperor
Akbar, conqueror of nations, met Jodha, a
beautiful Rajput princess.
Yoga Girls (Health/wellness, 6x60 min.)
Docu-soap follows two groups of yoga
instructors—one driven by self-promotion in
the new world of social media, the other the
die-hard traditionalists—each one determined
do whatever it takes to succeed.
Life of Earth from Space (Doc., 2x60
min.) Feature documentary special delivers a cinematic, blue-chip view of the
entire life history of our planet, as you’ve
never seen before.
Kundali Bhagya (Drama, 120x30 min.)
Preeta and Shrishti discover the existence of their mother Sarla and their sister Pragya after the death of their father
and cross paths with two rich brothers,
Rishabh and Karan.
Altar’d (Factual, 6x60 min. & S2) Fitness
and nutrition experts work with a bride and
groom separately to shape up, and the next
time they’ll see each other is at the altar.
Piya Albela (Drama, 200x30 min.) A
young talented girl is enlisted by a business
tycoon to get his son out of the ascetic life
he has been living.
Lala’s Ladiez (Sitcom, 20x30 min.) The
story of an Indo-British interracial family in
Southhall in London, seven funny characters who stick with each other despite disagreements, insanity and chaos.

Jodha Akbar
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